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The purpose of this dissertation is to present a generalization
of the current theory of non-equilibrium thermodynamic s. The current theory
was presented in 1953 by Onsager and Ma.ch lup, its mathematical context
goes back to the 1930 paper of Uhlenbeck and Ornstein on B'rowrria.n motion,
and the physical foundations for that approach go back to the initial
theoretical work on Brownian motion done by Einstein in 1905 and by
Langevin in 1908" It will be demonstrated how the ideas presented by
these men lead in a natural way to a generalization of the current theory.
It will then be shown how the generalized theory extends the domain of
applicability of non-equilibrium thermodynamics ..
Consider, by way of example, a mole of some mono-atomic
gas. The precise description of the behavior of the gas requires of the
order of 1024 variables since it is necessary to give the values of the
nnmenta and coordinates of each gas atom.. We call this the microscopic
description of the gas. The gas also has a macroscopic description given
by thermodynamics. The equilibrium state of the gas, for instance,
is given in terms of three thermodynamical variables: temperature,
pressure, and volume. For a non-equilibrium state of the gas one may
divide the gas volume up into n little cells which have volumes very
nuch smaller than the volume of th� gas but which are still large enough
to contain very many gas atoms. In each such cell one can take the
average kinetic energy which is the local temperature, the average mo­
rrerrturn , and the average density as the local thermodynamical variable s .•
Therefore, for each cell there are 5 variables (the momentum counts as
3) and, consequently, the macroscopic description obtained in this way
uses 5n va r iab le s, However, n is much smaller than 1024 in g erie ra.l,
The es sential point of all this is that for thermodynamical systems,
the macroscopic description involves far fewer variables than does the
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micro scopic de s cr ipt ion, We call the macroscopic de scription a
contracted de scription of the system"
The microscopic description is, in general, time reversible"
This is so from a classical point of view because the momenta and coor­
dinates of each of the gas atoms change in time following Newton's laws
of motion which are time r eve r s ib le, The macroscopic description is,
in general, time ir reve r s ib Ie , This is so because the dynamical equa­
tions of motion for the macroscopic description involve dissipative
constants which create the irreversibility" In the case of the gas, the
dissipative constants are the viscosity and the heat conductivity, and
they have no counterparts in the microscopic de s c r ipt ion. Therefore,
the macro scopic de scription is said to be dis sipative,
That a macroscopic description is both contracted and
dissipative implies something deeper: Consider a single macroscopic
state of the gas given by prescribing values to all 5n thermodynamical
variables, Because each cell volume contains very many gas atoms,
this single macroscopic state corresponds with many microscopic
states of the gas. This follows from the observation that in a given cell
a single value of the average density, for example, may be associated
with gas atoms arranged in literally infinitely many different ways just
so long as the total number of gas atoms in the cell remains fixe d, The
contracted macroscopic description is insensitive to many of the details
of the microscopic description" Once the microscopic state of the gas
is completely specified, it is precisely determined by the dynamical
equations for all future times" This property is expressed by saying that
the microscopic description is causaL Now suppose a macroscopic
state of the gas is completely specified, Associated with this state there
are many microscopic states of the gas as was just pointed out, Each
of these microscopic states causally changes in time into another micro­
scopic state at some time t later. Do all of these new microscopic
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states correspond to a single macroscopic state at this later time t ?
In general: No! Several different macroscopic states are possible.
Which one actually occurs depends on which of the initial microscopic
state s of the ga s was the true initial state of the ga s� The initial
rra c ro s cop ic state was, of course, too insensitive to tell the precise
microscopic state and, therefore, any of the initially associated micro­
scopic states could have been the true initial state of the ga s, All that
can be given is a certain probability that a given macroscopic state
will become another macroscopic state at a later time t . The con­
tracted macroscopic description has one more property by virtue of
the one macroscopic-to-many microscopic states association which
has just been di s cu s s ed, At any fixed moment in time the values of
the macroscopic variables cannot be given p r e c i s e ly, These can only
have a certain probability of being a precise nurribe r , This is because
in a given cell volume, the gas atoms are moving about very rapidly
compared with the rate of change in the values of the thermodynamical
variables. The local density, for example, fluctuates as a consequence
of this microscopic motion. One can observe such fluctuations experi­
rrerita l.ly even when the gas is in equilibrium, The macroscopic de­
scription, therefore, is probabilistic on two counts: a) in terms of
specifying a given macro scopic state, and b) in terms of predicting how
one state changes into another at a later time. The macroscopic de­
scription is, therefore, not causal.. The macroscopic description is
said to be sto cha st ic, In the theory to be pre sented it will be shown that
the fluctuations just mentioned are intimately connected with the dis sipative
constants which appear in the dynamical e quat ion s, This connection is
the central point of the theory. One may now say that because a macro­
scopic description is contracted, it is neces sarily stocha stic which,




The generality of the theory results from its very general
rrathematical form.. Consequently, it is applicable to hydrodynamics,
kinetic theory, and reaction kinetics equally welL The chapters that
follow cover these and related topics as is indicated below.
In Chapter I, the Langevin equation for Brownian motion of a
particle in a fluid, and the Onsager and Machlup theory of non-equilibrium
thermodynamic s are pre sented and shown to be example s of stationary
Gaussian Markov processes. In the Onsager and Machlup theory the
thermodynamical variables are assumed to be even functions of the
t irne, This sugge sts that a more general theory would re sult by dropping
this limitation and investigating the most general stationary Gaussian
Ma rk.ov processes possible" The structure of such processes is derived
including a general fluctuation-dissipation theorem.
In Chapter II an application to linearized Navier-Stokes hydro­
dynamics is rnade; The theory obtained is the linearized form of a
theory proposed by Landau and Lifshitz. The justification given by
Landau and Lifshitz for their theory is based on an argument using the
Onsager and Machlup theory which is in fact not applicable to hydro­
dynamics.. The derivation given here clears up the ambiguities. Appli­
cations of this fluctuating hydrodynamical theory are d i s cu s s e d, The
fluctuation of the flow around a slowly moving particle is considered in
detail. For the average flow this leads to the Stoke SI law of friction,
while the fluctuations around the average flow give rise to a fluctuating
force on the particle. This justifies the Langevin equation for the motion
of a Brownian particle in a fluid.
In Chapter III the linearized Boltzmann's equation describing the
change in time of the distribution in j-L-space for an ideal gas is shown to
be of the form of the average regression equations for a stationary
Gaussian Markov proces so Consequently, a fluctuating force term is
implied and its properties are derived and d i s cu s s e d, The question of
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how the fluctuating hydrodynamical theory of Chapter II may be con­
tracted out of the fluctuating Boltzmann's equation is ra i s e d, The
rrathematical procedure for such a contraction is presented through ex­
plicit application to the Kramer's equation for the Brownian motion of
a harmonic oscillator from which the contraction procedure produces
the Smoluchovsky equation ..
In Chapter IV the procedure for contraction outlined at the
end of Chapter III is applied to the fluctuating Boltzmann's equation
from which the fluctuating hydrodynamical theory of Chapter II is
derived" To a higher order approximation in the contraction procedure
fluctuating Burnett hydrodynamics is also derived. This illuminates a
symmetry relation for the Burnett dissipation coefficients which is a
kind of higher order reciprocity relation of the Onsager type.
In Chapter V a number of problems are discussed which need
further inve stigation. The primary emphasis is on entropy production
in open systems. After discus sing entropy production and the second
law of thermodynamics for closed systems, open systems are defined
and entropy production for them is discus s e d, An intere sting entropy
reduction theorem is established for open systems. One simple example
of an open system is worked out, It sugge sts that for open systems the
inputs and outputs can be replaced by boundary conditions asymptotically
in time, if a steady state develops asymptotically in time. The details
are still not c Ie ar , Finally, the theory of chemical reaction kinetics
is shown also to be an example of the general theory.
From the contents of Chapters II and IV the theory presented
is seen to possess a remarkable degree of internal consistency. In
Chapter II the Langevin equation is derived from the fluctuating hydro­
dynamical theory of Landau and Lifshitz. Since the theory of fluctuating
hydrodynamics follows from a generalization of the principal mathe-
rrat ical feature s of the Langevin equation, the derivation of the Langevin
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equation from fluctuating hydrodynamic s can be considered a check
of internal consistency of the theory.
A still better check of internal consistency is contained in
Chapter IVo There, the theory of fluctuating hydrodynamics is derived
from the fluctuating Boltzmann equation using the Enskog contraction
procedure which is presented in Chapter IlL Both fluctuating hydro­
dynamic s and the fluctuating Boltzmann equation are example s of
general stationary Gaussian Markov processes .. General stationary
Gaussian Markov processes are shown in Chapter I to be the mathe­
rrat ica l characterization of the generalized theory of non-equilibrium
the rmodynamic s, In one of the note sat the end of C hapte r IV it is
proved that Enskog contraction of a stationary Gaus sian Markov pro­
cess always yields another stationary Gaussian Markov process. This
feature permits levels of de scription of a physical system such that
each level is a stationary Gaussian Markov process and such that a
given level is derived from the one above it by Enskog contraction.





General Theory of Stationary Gaussian Markov Processesl)
Ac Characterization of Random Proces ses
Let a{t) denote a time dependent random proces S$ a{t)
rray represent a single random process or may be thought of as a short­
hand for a vector of n random processes. In the latter case, constant
functions appearing in some places in the following discussion must be
thought of as matrices.. Instances of this will be made explicit. a{t)
is a random process because at time t the value of a{t) is not de­
finitely known but is given instead by a probability distribution function
W
1 (a�t) where a is the value a{t) can have at time t with probability
determined by W l{a; t) . W l{a; t) is the first of an infinite collection of
distribution functions describing the process a{t).. The first two are
defined by:
WI(a;.t)da = probability at time t that the value of a{t)
is between a and a + da •
W Z{altl�·aztZ)daldaz = probability that at time tl the
value of a{t) is between al and al + dal and
that at time tz the value of a{t) is between aZ
and aZ + daZ .
The higher distributions are defined analogously. W Z contains W 1
through the identity:
Similar relations hold among the other distributions ..
The condition that the process a{t) is a stationary process
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is equivalent to the requirement that all the distribution functions for
a{t) are invariant under time translations.. This has as a consequence
that W l{a;t) is independent of t and that W 2{altl;a2t2) depends only
on (t2 - tl) • An �� stationary process has the additional require­
rrent that its distribution functions are invariant under time reflection.
For W
2
this implies: W 2{al;a2t) = W 2{a2;alt) " In the literature,
even stationary processes are denoted by a{t) " The analogous odd
stationary processes are denoted by j3{t) .. The general stationary
proce s s is not nece s sarily even or odd.
Stationary processes a{t) are also Gaussian if all of their





- exp [ - '2 aE a]
In case a{t) repre sents a vector of n random proce s se s E, A, Band
C are matrices and a, al and a2 are vectors.. The proportionality
factors are gotten from the normalization conditions.
(2)
Before defining a Markovian process a{t) , it is necessary
to introduce conditional probability functions P 2{altl I a2t2) and
P3{altl;aztz I a3t3) defined by
PZ{altl I aztZ)daZ = probability at time t2 that the value
of a{t) is between aZ and "z + daZ
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given that at time tl < tz a{t) had the
value al '
P3{altl;aztz I a3t3)da3 = probability at time t3 that the value
of a{t) is between a3 and a3 + da3
given that at time tz < t3 a{t) had
the value "z and at time tl < tz
a{t) had the value al •
These condition distributions are related to the W I s by
n
and
and so forth for the higher order distributions. The Markov property of
a{t) is defined by
(3 )
which means that knowledge of the value of a{t) at time tl does not
influence the distribution of value s of a{t) at time t3 > tl if there
is also information giving the value of a{t) at the intermediate time
tz (9 Therefore, a Markov process a{t) is completely characterized
by its W land P Z or equivalently by only W Z � A stationary Markov




Letting s = t2 - t3 and t = "z - tl and a3 = a gives (4) for a
stationary proce s s a(t). Q. E. D.
B� The Langevin Equation
The prototype for all physical applications of stationary
Gaussian Markov processes is the treatment of Brownian motion using
the Langevin equation. The Langevin equation describes the time change
of the velocity of a slowly moving collidal particle in a fluid. The
effect of interactions between the particle and the fluid molecules may
be separated into two parts. One part give s an average effect which
produces a frictional drag on the particle proportional to its velocity.
The other part is the remaining fluctuating force F(t) which has
mean value ze ro, Therefore, a particle of ma ssM satisfie s the
Langevin equation
Md�;t) = _ au{t) + F{t) (5 )
where a is the frictional drag coefficient and u(t) is the particle
velocity at time t . It is the fluctuating force F(t) which makes
u(t) a random process. To characterize this process it is neces-
sary to make assumptions giving the precise character of F(t) ..
Therefore, F(t) will be assumed to be a stationary Gaussian process




(F'(t) i(s» = 2D6 (t- s) (6)
where D is a constant and the Dirac delta function in time expresses
the quality of pure randomne s s, The linearity of (5) is sufficient to
guarantee that u(t) is also a stationary Gaus sian proce s s,
Equation (5) must be solved with respect to some initial
value u(o) • In the conditional distribution for the process u(t) the
initial value u(o) will be denoted by u giving P2(u lut) • Becauseo 0
u(t) is a Gaussian process PZ(uo lut) is determined by the mean
value of u(t) and its mean square value. Using (6) and recalling
that < F(t) > = 0 it can be proved that
a
- -t
<u(t) > u(o) = u(o)e
M
and (7 )
where the superscript u (o) denotes taking the averages with respect to
initial condition u(0) •















Squaring and averaging give s
2a 2a �(I)
(2)u(o) 2 -Mt 1 -Mtt MS+s(_ -,u (t) = u (o)e + -2 e f l e F(s)F(S')/ dsds' ..MOO
Using (6) in the integral and substituting x = s + s! and y = s - s!










1 2t t � M M t
f f e F(s)F(S') d sd s! = -2 f f e 2Do (y)dydx = D-(e -1) •o 0 0 -t a
Therefore
2a 2a
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p (u lut) = [271" cr 2(1_ p 2(t))rl/ 2 exp l- (u-uop(t))2 ]2 0 2 2
2cr (l-p (t))
(8)
which is checked by seeing if it gives back (7). The check follows from
the integrals
fuP2(u lut)du = u p(t)o 0
 
and
2 2. 2 D 2
Ju P2(u lut)du = u P (t) + -:-M(l - p (t) .o 0 a
From (8) it is easily seen that the limit t .. 00 eliminates any
influence of the initial value u
o
Therefore





W l(u) = [21T aM] exp [ - 2i)] ·
However, it will be assumed that W l(u) should also be given by the
Ma.xwe l l distribution
where KB is Boltzmann's constant and T is the constant temperature
of the fluid. These two expressions for W /u) result in the Einstein
relation
D = K Ta
·-B (9 )
Putting (9) into (6) give s the prototype example of what is called in the
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literature a fluctuation-dis sipation theorem
(10)
The name follow s from the connection expre s sed in (10) between the
correlation of the fluctuating force and the dis sipative constant a the
frictional drag coeffic ient.
Finally, from (8) and W leu) , W 2(uO;ut) is given by W 2=W IF 2 •
These distributions satisfy the Smoluchosvky equation (4) as is seen by
performing the integral and thereby guarantees that u(t) is also
2)lVJarkovian • Consequently, u(t) is an example of a stationary
Gaussian Markov proces s, Written in the form (5) the equation for
u(t) describes what is called in the literature an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process or more simply an, O-U process.
As a final point in this discussion of the Langevin equation it
is possible to consider an ensemble of particles in Brownian motion.
The approach of P 2 to WI as t -+ co repre sent s a kind of diffu s ion
process in velocity space. The description in these terms is known
in the literature as the Fokker-Planck or diffusion equation method for
Brownian motion. This point of view will be used only occasionally in
the subsequent chapters. Therefore, it will suffice merely to state the
result which is that for O-U processes the Fokker-Planck equation is
2
_!. p(u t) = � _!. (uP'(u, t)) + D
a P(u� t)at ' M au au (11)
subject to the initial condition that p(u, 0) = 0 (u - u ). The solution too
(11) with this initial condition gives precisely P 2(uo lut) given in (8) •
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c. Theory of Irreversible Thermodynamics following Onsager
The theory of irreversible thermodynamic s pre sented by
Onsager and Machlup generalizes the application of the ideas of sta­
tionary Gaussian Markov processes.. For a system which is close to
equilibrium, it is assumed that its state is described by a set of ex­
tensive thermodynamical variables al(t) ... an(t) • In equilibrium
the ail s are all taken to have value zero so that near equilibrium the
entropy is given by
1
S = So - -2 K aoE 0 ,aoB 1 1J J (12)
where So is the equilibrium value of the entropy and Eo. is a sym-1J
rretr ic positive definite time independent matrix3)� Thermodynam'ical
forces are defined by
as
x. = -a
= - KBE .. a.1 ai 1J J (13)
It is at this point assumed that the phenomenological equations for ir­
reversible processes are given by
•
R .. a. = X = - KBE. p.1J J i 1J J (14)
which is a natural generalization of linear phenomenological laws' such
as F'ou r i.e r ' s law of heat conduction, Newton' s law of internal friction,
e tc, The matrix R.. is real and of positive type
4) in order to ensure
1J
that (14) describes regression equations whose solutions approach equi-
librium asymptotically in time.
Since the a.' s are thermodynamical quantities, their values
1
fluctuate in time. Therefore, (14) is properly interpreted as the
 
average regression equations for a random process which is actually
driven by random thermodynamical forces si(t) It The completed
equations are
The mean values of the ;.' s are all zero and they are each assumed
1
to be purely random stationary Gaussian processes.. The linearity of
(15) guarantees that the random process described by the a.' s is also
1
a stationary Gaussian process. Denoting the inverse of R .. by L ..
1J 1J
and using the definition
-
F. = L .. e.
1 1J J





- KBL .. E 'k� + F.1J J k 1
Since F. is linearly related to the e I s it is also a purely random
1 j
stationary Gaussian process. This property is explicitly expressed
by
= 2Q .. o (t - s)
1J
where Q .. is necessarily a symmetric positive definite time independent
1J
rratrix.
Equation (16) has its solution
(
-Gt -Gt· t G s -








where G" = KBL'kEk' and the notation [e -Gt]" means � (_t,)n (o") ...1J 1 J 1J n= 0 no 1J
The a,(o)' s are the initial values. From (18) it follows that
J
-Gt




[e ], [e ], a (o)a (0)
rm In m n
-1 [-Gt] -1 [ -G +t]+ M" - e ,M e ,
1J rrn mn nJ
-1
where M" is defined by
1J
-1 -1 +
2Q .. = G'kMk' + M 'kGk'1J 1 J 1 J
+
and G signifies the transpose of G " The superscript a(o) denotes
the initial value s of the a's
i
in vector notation.
P roof of (19)
a(0) -Gt




[e l, [e I. a (o)a (0)
rm In m n
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Using (17) the integrals become
t t G s G s
'
f f [e ] [e ] 2Q <5(s-s')dsds' ,
o 0 mp nq pq
Changing variable to x = s + s' and y = s - s! gives the equivalent
integrals
1 1 1 1 +
t "2G (x+y) "2 ��i(�.-y) 2t ZCx ZG x1f 2tf [ e ] [e ] 2Q <5 (y)dydx = f [e ] Q [e ] dx.2 0 -t mp nq pq 0 mp pq qn
Changing variable again to x = 2s gives the equivalent integral
Therefore
-Gt -Gt
() ()= [e ]. [e ]. a 0 a 0
rrn In m n
+
+ 2ft[e-G{t-s)]. Q [e-G (t-s)] .d s
o 1p pq qJ
Defining M�.l as in (19) permits writing the last integral as
1J
Putting this into the last expression for /a.{t)a.(t» a(o) yields the
\. 1 J
remainder of (19). Q. E. D.
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Equations (19) are sufficient to determine P 2(ao lat) since it is Gaussian.




-1 -1 [-Gt] -1 [ -G t]V .. = M .. - e . Me.
1J 1J rrn mn nJ
P 2(0:'0 lat) may be written as
(20)
where the a�' s are the components of ao and IIv" is the determinant
of V ..• Expression (20) is checked by seeing if it gives back (19)
1J
using the integrals
and f0:'.a.P2(ao lat)da •1 J
From (20) it follows that the limit t-+- 00 eliminates any influence
of the initial state a
o
Also lim V-l =





Therefore lim P2 = WI' t-+-oo
which gives for WIthe expression
However, from the expre s s ion fo r the entropy given in (12) and the
Boltzmann-Planck relation connecting entropy and probability, WI
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should also be given by
liE II 1/ 2 1
-
-
W (a) = [_] exp[ _- ErE a]1
( 21T)n
2 r lk k
These two expres sions result in the identity
E .. =M.. (21)
1J 1J
which is the generalization of Einstein's relation (9). Putting (21) into
the definition of M .. and putting that into (17) gives the fluctuation-
1J
dissipation theorem
-1 - --L +] ( )[G 'kEk' -f E 'k- G:k. 0 t-s1 J - 1 J (22)
The a notation has been used throughout this discussion because
Onsager and Machlup make the additional assumption that the process
is � in t irne, It will now be shown that this assumption leads to the
celebrated Onsager reciprocity relation5). Recall from section A that




and similar ly from
the evenness, therefore, requires the identity
Taking the time derivative of this identity at t = 0 gives
which may be rewritten as
-1
wherein the symmetry of E .. was used. Recalling the definition
1J
of G.. this leads to the Onsager reciprocity relation
1J
L .. = L ..
1J J1
(23)









L .. = R ..
1J 1J
 
Since R .. was as sumed to be of positive- type, in this case R.. is
IJ IJ
positive which implies that it has positive real eigenvalues. The
matrix R1/2 therefore, can be defined and it is also symmetric.
IJ





-1/ 2 -1/ 2 -1/ 2 ...
-KBR. E .kRk II alII + R. e.IJ J ..t: s: IJ J
Since e. = R .. F. , (24) implies that
1 Jl 1
The matrix R-1/ 2 E R -1/2
ij jk k1.
Therefore, it may be diagonalized by an orthogonal matrix 0 ...
IJ
-1/ 2 - -1/2Denote the eigenvalue s of �j E jkRk1. by Ai and define ail
is real, symmetric, and po s it lve definite.
by a" = 0 ali ij j
where
-1/ 2 -1/2 +
O .. R.k Ek RII__ 0 = A. <5. ..IJ J r-..t:lll. mn 1 In
This converts (25) into
• -1/ 2 ...a" = - K \. a" + 0 R e
i Bl\.i i ij jk k
Defining ei by
... -1/2-
e. = O ..R·k ek1 IJ J







= 20.,P.ko m_o(t-s) = 20 .. o(t-S)IX. J � IJ (28)
since 0.. is an orthogonal matrix.. Therefore, the Onsager and
1J
Machlup theory of irreversible thermodynamics may always be written
in the form of n independent O-U processes
.' II =a.
1
-K A. a"+ 8.
B iiI
(29)
Consequently, the theory is also Markovian, a conclusion which could
have been drawn earlier from (20) and the Smoluchovsky equation.
D.. General Stationary Gaussian Markov Processes
Motivated by the preceding treatment of the Langevin equation
and of the Onsager and Machlup theory of irreversible thermodynamics,
it is natural to ask two que stdons, What is the most general stationary
Gaussian Markov process? What is the associated fluctuation­
dissipation theorem? This section is devoted to answering these two
que st ion s,
The state of a system will be described by a set of variables
al (t)••• an(t) • Nothing is as sumed concerIl:ing their time reflection
properties as was done in the Onsager and Machlup theory. All that
is assumed is that the process is a stationary Gaussian Markov process
whose regression equations describe an approach to equilibrium
asymptotically in time. The equilibrium values of the a.' s are taken
1
to be zero.
The Gaussian assumption and the assumption of stationarity




W1(a) = W exp[--2a.E .. a.]o 1 1J J
(30)
where E.. is a time independent symmetric po sitive definite matrix,
1J
W = [ "E " ]1/2 ,A.. and C.. are symmetric po sitive definite
o ( 21T)n 1J 1J
rratr ic e s depending on t and B .. is a matrix depending on t but with
1J
no other special properties. C is a constant which will be determined
be low, Because P
2
must satisfy the normalization condition
fP 2(a I a't)da' = 1 it must be of the form
(31)
where the constant C is given by The equality of
(30) and (31) determine sA.. and B.. in terms of C.. and D.. by
1J 1J 1J 1J
and (32)
Proof of (32): Equality of (30) and (31) implies
1 1 1 1
- -2 a1·A1·J·aJ. - aiBiJ·aJI. - -2 a'iCiJ·aJ'. = -
- D a C D a + - D a C a'!
2 i J 1. ij jk k 2 i1. 1. ij j









Therefore P2 is completely determined by the two matrice s E.. and1J
D ....
1J
Proof of (33): The integral to do in order to obtain (33) is
W C Jexp[- -21 a.{E .. +A . .}a. - a.B .. a'... 21 a!.C .. a'.]dao 1 1J 1J J 1 1J J 1 1J J
using (30).. The exponent may be written as
- 21 (a.-K.na1){E .. +A .. )(a.-K.kak') + 21 K . ..a'n{E .. +A .. )K.kak' - 21 a!.C .. a'.1 1� J! 1J 1J J J 11 s: 1J 1J J 1 1J J
where K.. is given by
1J
With the exponent in this form the a integration is easily done and
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produces a constant factor of rIlE+AII r" 2( 2iT)n Therefore, the identity
becomes
C[ IlE+AII r" 2 [1. '(E A)K ,1. 'c 'J - [ .! 'E 'JW (2 )n exp 2 K.llall ••+.. ·kak- 2 a...a. - W exp - 2a...a. ...o rr u. x IJ IJ J 1 IJ J 0 1 IJ J
From this expression it follows that
+
E .. = C .. - K.iEIJI_ + AIJIJK .
IJ IJ lx � � -KJ
if
It is convenient to prove this last identity later and for the time being
to assume that it is true" Using (32) the defining relation for K .. becomes
IJ
+ +
D C = (E + D CD)K
The expression
+




Taking the transpose of this equation gives
E = C - CDK






From the earlier expression above for D e it follows that
+
EK = D E •
Finally, this gives for K the convenient expression
... 1 +
K = EnE •
From E = e - enK this new expression for K gives
.. 1 +
E = e - cnz n E
Mlltiplying from the left with e
-1
and from the right with E
-1
give s
which is (33). Now to prove
recall that
so that it becomes necessary to show that IIeil = "E+AII • From
K = E -In +E it follows that IIKII = II nil . However, the defining rela­
tion for K using the expression (32) for B gives [n] II ell = IIE+AIt IIKII
which with IIKII = [n] implies IIell = IIE+AII • Q .. E. n.
The form of P
2
in (31) imp lie s the relation
<a� >
a
= f a�P2(a I a't)da' = n .. (t)a.1 1 1J J (34)
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wherein the time dependence of Do 0 has been made explicit ..
1J
At this point the Markov character of the process may be
introduced through the Smoluchovsky equation in the form
Therefore, (34) implies
Do o(t)a. = fa'oP2(a lant-s)P2(all la' s)dalldal = fP2(a la"t-s)Do .(s)a�dall =1J J 1 1J J
= Do .(s)D .k(t-s)ak1J J •
From this it follows that
Do. (t) = D.k ( s )Dk . (t - s) •1J 1 J
The solution to this identity is the Doob formula
( )
-Gt
Do. t = [e ] ..
1J 1J
(36)
where Goo is a time independent matrix with no particular symmetry
1J
properties. Putting (36) into (34) and taking the time derivative gives
the regression· equations for the average behavior
(37)
In. order that (37) actually describes an approach to equilibrium it is
necessary to as sume that the real parts of the eigenvalues of Goo are
1J




rratr ix A .. and a symmetric matrix S.. • It is sufficient to assume
1J 1J
that S .. is positive definite in order to guarantee that the real parts
1J
of the eigenvalues of G .. are positive. Therefore, the positive-
1J
definiteness of S .. will be assumed and G .. will always be written
1J 1J
as G .. =A .. +S .. to
1J 1J 1J
By introducing purely random stationary Gaussian thermo­
dynamical forces Fi(t) , 07) may be completed to a generalized O-U
process
d
-da. + A .. a. + S .. a. = F.t 1 1J J 1J J 1 (38)




It is clear that (38) describes a stationary Gaussian process because of
its linearity and the character of the F.I S •
1
It is also Markovian be-
cause it produces the expression for P2 in (31) if
-1 -1 +
2Q .. = G.kEk. + E.kGk.1J 1 J 1 J (40)
The proof of this last claim goes in a manner identical with the proof of
(20) in the previous s e ct ion, Relation (40) produce s the generalized
fluctuation-dis sipation theorem
Therefore, the most general stationary Gaussian Markov process which
converges asymptotically in time is the generalized O-U process (38)




dissipation theorem (41). In note 3) of Chapter IV a canonical form for
equations (38) and (41) is derived.. It is given by equations (VI) and
(VII) of the note. These equations show that the general case just
discus sed co rre sponds to n coupled 0 - U proce s se s,
E. Brownian Motion of a Harmonic Oscillator as an Example
The Brownian motion of a harmonic oscillator is governed by
the equations
and .iE. + !!. p + Mw2x = Fdt M (42)
where F is a purely random stationary Gaussian process satisfying
<ff(t) F ( s )> = 2D 0 (t - s) (43)
Let y = Mcox .. Equations (42) become
�
- wp = 0dt
and (44)
Letting
a. = (y) , A = {o
1 P ij w o




permits wr it ing (44) as
dd a. + A .. a. + S .. a. = F.t 1 1J J 1J J 1 (45)
Since the WI for this proces s is the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
2






1 (l 0)the Eij matrix is diagonal and is given by E ij
=
MKB T 0 1
Putting this value of E.. into (41) give s
1J
(ff.{t) ff.{s» = 2MKBT S .. o{t-s) (47)1 J 1J
Using (43) and the definition of S .. gives D = KBTa. Therefore,1J
the Brownian motion of a harmonic oscillator is an example of the
general stationary Gaussian Markov process of form (38). There is,
however, one point of difference.. The matrix S .. has one zero eigen-
1J
va lue, This corre sponds to the fact that only the p equation in (44)
. is driven by a fluctuating force. Similar situations with zero eigen­
values for S .. will occur in the following chapte r s, As an extension,
1J
of the general stationary Gaussian Markov processes already discussed,
those with S .. ' s having zero eigenvalues are also pe rmitte d, In these
1J
cases S .. is only semi-positive definite.
1J
Finally it should be noted for use in a later chapter that for
an ensemble of harmonic oscillators undergoing Brownian motion, the
corresponding Fokker-Planck equation is
(43)
which ha s to be solved with the initial condition P'[xpo ) = 6 {x-x )6 (p -p ).
o 0




1) Only a short outline of the theory will be pre sented in order to give
the general background for the developments presented in the follow­
ing chapte r s, The primary references are: G. E. Uhlenbeck and
L. S. Ornstein, Physical Review, 36, 823, (1930); M. C. Wang and
G. E. Uhlenbeck, Reviews of Modern Physics, 17, 323, (1945);
L. Onsager and S. MachIup , Physical Review, 91, 1505, (1953); and
the book by S .. R. deGroot and P. Mazur, Non-Equilibrium Thermo­
dynamics, North-Holland, (1962).
2) In general the Smoluchovsky equation does not imply the Markov
property!' Counterexamples have been presented in the literature.
However, they are all non-Gaussian. It appears that the Smoluchovsky
equation does imply the Markov property for Gaussian processes
which is the case at hand ..
3) The summation convention for repeated matrix indices will be used
often in all chapters.
4) A matrix is by definition of po sitive type if the real parts of all its
eigenvalues are positive .. R .. is not necessarily symmetric but it
1J
cannot be singular so that R:-� will exist.
1J
5) La Onsager, Physical Review, 37, 405, (1931).
6) The following argument was suggested by S. R. deGroot. See the
book of deGroot and Mazur in 1), P» 470.





A. The C las sical Hydrodynamical Equations
The theory of stationary Gaussian Markov processes developed
in Chapter I is shown in this chapter to be applicable to the problem of
obtaining a theory of hydrodynamical fluctuations. Such a theory would
rrake possible the computation of correlations of fluctuating hydro­
dynamical quantities used to describe a fluid in motion. That hydro­
dynamical quantitie s fluctuate is a consequence of the fact that they
are macroscopic quantities and give a contracted description of the be-
havior of the fluid, Landau and Lifshitz have propo sed a theory for
hydrodynamical fluctuations. 1) The linearized form of their theory
will be derived in this chapter as an example of a stationary Gaus sian
Markov process of the most general form,
To begin the derivation, it is first necessary to summarize




p + -(pu) = 0at ax a
a
(1)








where p is the mass density, u is the local velocity, and e is the
a












T where p is the local pre s sure and T is the local
a
temperature. " , � and K are the transport coefficients: shear
viscosity, bulk viscosity, and heat conductivity respectively.. Equations
(1), (2), and (3) must be completed by giving the equation of state
p = p(p, T) and the thermal equation of state e = e(p, T) • These
two state equations are not independent and are related through the
second law of thermodynamics by
.2 as
p ap
= �p - T aT (4)
Writing the two laws of thermodynamics as
de :;: Tds + _E_ dpp2 (5)
and using
aID
in (3) and -- u = - p from (1) gives for the entropy per gram,ax a p Dt
a




Defining the total entropy, S by S = f p sdV gives for S
Proof of (7):





which when integrated may be converted to a surface integral of the
normal component of psu at the surface of the system.. This must be
(l'
zero since no momentum flows across the surface ..
The first term when integrated may be converted to a surface integral





at the surface of the system.
This must also be zero since no heat fluxes across the surface.
Therefore, (7) results. Q. E .. D.
.
The form of the integrand in (7) guarantee s that S � 0
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B. The Linearized Hydrodynamical Equations
It will now be shown that when linearized, equations (1) through
(3) may be put into the form of the average regression equations for a
stationary Gaussian Markov process
�a+Aa=Sa




Denote the equilibrium density by P
eq.
the equilibrium temperature
by T and take the equilibrium velocity to be zero.. The deviation
eqD
of the density from p is denoted by �p , the deviation from
eq.
equilibrium of the temperature is denoted by � T , and the velocity
devia tion is denote d by u
a
Define the constants A, Band C by
A = (�)op eq. and (9 )
The linearized equations may now be written in the form
o 0
-�p+p --u=Oot eq.. ox a
a
(10)
oUa 0 0 0 2





P C -0 � T + T B ox u








A-�p + B- �Tox ox
a a














eq.. ap eq. axa:' a:'
a a a
= pC-atAT - p--u + T B--ueq. ax a:' eq. ax a:'
a:' a:'
was used" This Ia st set of equalitie s used (4) and (IO).





al rt) = p Ap{rt), a (rt) = ( A) u (rt) for a:'= 2,3,4 ande q.. a:' a:'
p C 1/2





Greek indices a and J3 will always go from 2 to 4 and will also be used
for vector and tensor components, whereas Latin indices i and j are
intended for 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. With this convention two five by five
matrices are defined by
0 Ala
A .. (rr') = Aal 01J
0 ASa
(I4)
where A = A = A 1/2 _a_Ii (r-r') and A = A = _�../ eg. )1/2 _a_o (r-r'),Ia al ax Sa a5 p C ax
a eq,. a
and













S55 = --- -a-x-a-x-'- 6 (r -r' )6P
eq.. C l-l v
l-lv
Note that A .. {rr') = - A .. {r'r) and that S .. {rr')=+S .. {r'r) e Equations
1J J1 1J J1
(10) through (12) may now be written as
a
-at a.{rt) + IA .. {rr' )a.{r't)dr' =
- IS .. (rr' )a.{r't)dr'.. (16)
1 1J J 1J J
By considering a.{rt) as labeled by both i and r , the summation over
1
the labels corresponds to summing over i and integrating over r • In
this manner of thinking, (16) corresponds to a specific instance of (8).
The antisymmetry of A .. (rr') and the symmetry of S .. (rr') have
1J 1J
already been indicated.. That S .. (rr') is also semi-positive definite
1J
is also easily verified from (IS). Note that this is again a case in
which the S .. matrix for the process has a zero eigenvalue, as was
1J
discus sed in section E of Chapter I.
C.. Fluctuation Formulae
Equation (16) may be completed to a Langevin type of equation
by adding to (16) purely random stationary Gaussian Markov fluctuating
hydrodynamical forces, F.{rt) , giving
1
a
at a.{rt) + JA .. {rr')a.{r't)dr' = - IS .. {rr')a.{r't)dr' + F.{rt). (17)1 1J J 1J J 1
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The F,(rt)' s must satisfy a correlation formula
1
= 2Q .. (rr')o(t-t')
1J
(18)
Q .. (rr') is explicitly determined from the fluctuation-
1J
dis sipation theorem once the entropy matrix, E .. (rrl) has been
1J
determined.. The entropy matrix may be obtained from the entropy
production, (7), as follows: From (7) the entropy production near
equilibrium may be written to quadratic order in the hydrodynamical
quantitie s as
(19 )
Substituting (13) and (15) into (19) gives
S = KB(K � )ffa.(rt)S .. (rrl )a.(r't)drdr'" (20)
B eq.
1 1J J
However, from the canonical expre s sion for the entropy
s = S - 21 KBffa.(rt)E .. (rr' )a.(r't)drdr' (21)e q. 1 1J J
it follows from (16) that
• 1
S = -2KBfffa.(rt)[S .. (rrll)E.k(rllr') + E .. (rrll)S.k(r"r')]ak(r't)drdr'drll" (22)1 1J J 1J J
Comparison of (22) and (20) gives for E .. (rr') the value
1J
E
.. (rr') = K: o .. o(r-rl) "1J 1JB eq. (23)
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The fluctuation-dissipation theorem in this context is
where
G
.. (rrl) = A .. (rr') + S .. (rrl)
1J 1J 1J




Q ( I) _
T eg. S ( I).. rr - A .. rr1J 1J (25)
Since SU(rr') = 0 it follows that .E\(rt) = 0 •
equation (10) has no fluctuating fo rc e,
The standard hydrodynamical variables may be introduced again
Therefore, the continuity
giving for the linearized Navier-Stokes hydrodynamical equations with
fluctuations the equations
a a
-�P + P -u = 0 (26)at eq. ax a
0:'
a a a2






where SO:'j3 and gO:' are defined by
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_0_8 (rt) = [p A)1/2i(rt) and 0 - ( T AC)1/2ff (t) (29)O A OX ga = p 5 r •xf3 at-' eq. a a eq. eq.
Putting (29) into (18) and then using (25) gives
/s A(rt)S (rltl)\ = 2KBT o(r-rl)o(t-tl)[r(o 0(.). +0 0(.). )+(s- 32")0 AO 1 (30)" at-' 'jJ.Y I eq. al-L p v ov t-'I-L at-' I-LlP
2K T2 o(r-r' )0(t-t')1<0 AB e� at-' 01)
From (25) it is also seen that Saf3(rt) and g,,(r't') are uncorrelated.
Equations (30) and (31) are identical with the corre sponding formulae
Landau and Lifshitz obtain. Saf3 may be thought of as the fluctuating




Applications of equations (26) through (28) requires solving
these equations as inhomogeneous equations with given inhomogeneities
S
(.).
and g • The linearity of the equations re sults in giving .6. p ,.6. T
at-' a
and u as linear functions of the inhomogeneities S (.). and g • Thea at-' a
correlations of the quantitie s .6. p , .6. T and u are induced through
a
their functional dependence on § (.). and g using equations (30) and
at-' a
(31). Note that for a particlular problem the fluctuating stre s s tensor,
for example, is obtained by solving for ua as a functional of Saf3 and




This is very different from the fluctuating stres s tensor" force";
SQ:'� and the two should not be confused!
The most simple and straightforward application is the calcu­
lation of the fluctuating hydrodynamical quantitie s around complete
equilibrium where p = p ,T = T , and u = 0 in an infinite
e� e� Q:'
rre d iurn, This has been done by Rytov2) and it explains both the
Rayleigh and the Brillouin scattering of light in a fluctuating fluid.
It seems reasonable that the same methods are applicable
to the case of steady state flow solutions which are still near equi­
librium. This is a slight generalization, of course, since it has not
been argued how a system could give rise to a steady state solution.
This would require some kind of input on the system to drive the steady
state since otherwise only full equilibrium qualifies as a solution to
the equations.
Precisely how inputs effect a system is deferred to Chapter
Vo Here it will simply be assumed that the Landau and Lifshitz
equations (26) through (28) also can be used for the discussion of
fluctuations around stationary flows as long as the hydrodynamical
equations are linear which implie s that the inertial terms must be
negligible.
The simplest example of such a flow is the slow, stationary
flow of a fluid around a fixed body with boundary condition that in­
finitely far from the body the fluid has velocity - U • This is mathe­
a
rr.atically equivalent to flow around a body with velocity U in a fluid
Q:'
which is at rest infinitely far away from the body. This second point
of view is more convenient in the following computations.
For a slowly moving body it is permitted to neglect all in­
ertial terms in equations (26) through (28). Equation (26) becomes
a




Equation (27) in conjunction with (32) becomes
a a -
-a-p R(rt) = - -a
- S R(rt)





P p_(rt) = - p(rt)6 p_ +,,( aatJ atJ x[3
with
p{rt) = A�p(rt) + B� T(rt) •
Pal) does not contain a bulk viscosity term as a result of (32). Equation
(28) in conjunction with (32) is independent of u altogether. Its solu-
a
t ion is a uniform temperature field on the average which fluctuates as a
result of the fluctuating heat flux force g (rt) •
a
However, further con-
sidera tion of the temperature behavior is omitted since it doe s not effect
u (rt) • Equations (32) and (33) determine the problem.
a
The recipe for solving (32) and (33) is first of all to solve the
average equations
a
�u (rt) = 0ax a
a
a
and - P (rt) = 0
aX!3 af3
(34)
with appropriate boundary conditions on the surface of the body, S ,
and infinitely far away from S • The boundary conditions are that
u = U on S and that u = 0 infinitely far away from S 0 The solu-a a a
tion to (34) with these boundary conditions gives the average velocity
field, u ,everywhere outside the body. This is called the Stoke s'a
problem and for a sphere the solution is well kriown, Next, the
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fluctuating equations (32) and (33) must be solved with appropriate
boundary conditions on S and infinitely far away from S . In order
to distinguish these two cases, the fluctuating case will use the nota­
tion u and P
A
for the fluctuating velocity field and the fluctuating
a atJ







in this notation. The boundary conditions are that on S, u = 0 and
a
that u = 0 infinitely far away from S e The solution to (35) with
a
these boundary conditions gives the fluctuating velocity field everywhere
outside of the bo dy, In general both problems given by (34) and (35)
with their respective boundary conditions may be solved by the method
of Green's functions. This has been extensively discussed by Oseen.
3)
For the case of a spherical body Oseen has explicitly constructed the
appropriate Green's functions.
The complete solutions to (34) and (35) will not be pre sented
here 4) and a check which is far less involved computationally will be
pr e s ente d, By solving both (34) and (35) the average velocity field and
the fluctuating velocity field are obtained.. From these the average
stress tensor and the fluctuating stress tensor may be computed. From
each of these by integrating them over the surface of the body, S , it
is possible to obtain the average force on the body as well as the
fluctuating force on the body. Call these two forces F and ff
a a
respectively. The equation of motion for the body is, therefore, given
by
(36)
The solution to the Stokes' problem given by (34) will lead to a force
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F which is proportional to U • Therefore, (36) is precisely of the
a a
form of the Langevin equation discussed in Chapter I. The check on all
of the discus s ion up to here will be to see if the fluctuating force Fa
satisfies the fluctuation-dissipation theorem for the Langevin equation.
If so, the Langevin equation has been derived from the fluctuating
hydrodynamic s,
To begin the proof of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem for
(36) the following identity is necessary
a - a -
fV(u -a- P A - U -a- P A)dV = J (u P Abo - U P AnA)dn (37)a x!3 al-' a x!3 a I-' S a al-' P a al-' I-'
where the volume integral is over the entire region outside the surface
s . n!3 is a unit vector normal to S •














a .... a) a - a .... au--P -u -P dV= f (u -P +(-u)p -u -P -V a aXA a!3 a aXA a!3 V a ax a!3 ax cI a!3 a ax a!3
I-' I-' !3!3 !3
(a _)) a(..... ....- ax ucl PniP. dV=fv-a- u P A-U P A)dV= J (u P A-U P A)nAdn •
!3
.... 1-' x!3 a al-' a al-' s a al-' a o p 'I-'
Q. E. D ..
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Into the left hand side of (37), (34) and (35) are substituted while into
the right-hand side of (37) the boundary conditions for u and ii on
a a
S are substituted. This give s
(38)
U is a constant and may be factored out of the integral over S • The
a
....
fluctuating force, F , is by definition given by
a
(39)
Therefore, putting (39) into (38) gives
U OF = fa .... d- vU-a-Sp,Va a a x� a ('-'
(40)
From (30) it can be shown that
U UP. /i (t)Fp,(s» = 2KBT o(t-s) f u P p,fip,dna ('-' ,\J a ('-' eq. s a a('-' P ( 41)
Proof of (41): Directly from (30) ,











U UA.<ff (t)FA(S)\ = 2KBT <5 (t-s)'r) !'V[-21 a � (u U }-u a aa U + a � (u UA)!dV.CI:' t-' CI:' t-' '/ e q. X(3 x(3 a a a x(3 x(3 a xa x{3 a t-' j
The divergence theorem may be applied. Surface terms infinitely far from
S vanish because of the asymptotic behavior of u at that distance. Ap­
a





1 a 1 a 1




J n -«::I-(u up,)dr2s (11 oX13 (11 I-'
au
(11
= fnup,-a-dr2s (11 I-' xl3
Therefore,
au au@ 1U Up,<i (t)Fp,(s)\ = 2KBT 0 (t- s),., J [np,u (�+ «::I )-l1:p,U - po ,-vp,] dn(11 I-' (11 I-' '/ e q. s I-' (11 uX13 ox(11 I-' (11-,., .... I-'
= 2KBT 0 (t- s) f U P r:{np,dr2eq. s (11 (111-" I""
On S , u = U so that
a a







is the friction tensor. Therefore (41) and (42) combine to give
= 2K
B
T f p,o (t - s)
eq. al-'
(43)
This is the fluctuation-dissipation theorem for the Langevin equation in a
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form applicable to an arbitrarily shaped body. Note that (43) implies
that the friction tensor fa(3 must be symmetric, which can also be
shown directly. For a sphere of radius a , fa(3 = 6Tl'" ao a(3 which
gives the results in Chapter I. Therefore, fluctuating hydrodynamics




1) Landau and Lifshitz, Fluid Mechanics, Pergamon Press, (1959),
Chapter XVII of this book presents the theory. The argument given
in the book justifying the theory is based on the Onsager and Machlup
theory of irrever sible thermodynamic s pre sented in section C of
Chapter I of this dis se rtat ion, The argument is actually invalid
since hydrodynamics uses both Q:' and � type variables simultaneously
whereas the Onsager and Machlup theory is only presented for Q:'
variables alone. The derivation here clears up the ambiguity.
2) S. M, Rytov, Soviet Physics JETP, 6, 401, 513, (1958). A more
complete account is given by J. Foch, Physics of Fluids, (in press).
3) C. W. Oseen, Neuere Methoden und Ergebuisse in der Hydrodynamik
(Akad. Verlag, Liepzig (1927».
4) They would be of interest for the discussion of the effect of the
stationary motion on the scattering of light.
5) R. Zwanzig, Journal of Re search, National Bureau of Standards,
Volume 68B, 143, (1964). Zwanzig has attempted a similar proof
for the case of a sphere. However, his argument is confused since
he does not follow the recipe for solving the fluctuating hydrodynamical
equations which was outlined in the beginning of this section. Further­
more, Zwanzig appeals to a theory of Faxen which is not applicable
for flows with outside forces as is the case here. F'axen' s theorem
may be found in an article by R. Berker in Volume VIII/2 of the






A. The Linearized Boltzmann Equationl)
The state of a dilute ga s is de scribed by a distribution function,
f{rpt) , which gives the number of particles at time t at position r
with momentum p • The six dimensional domain of f{rpt) is called
l-l-space. Asymptotically in time f{rpt) approaches, in the case of
no outside force s , the Maxwell distribution for equilibrium
2
-3/2 Pf (rp) = n (27TInKBT ) exp [- lmK T ] (I)eq. eq. eq. B eq.
where n is the equilibrium density and T is the equilibrium
eq. eq.
temperature. The gas molecules have mass m and KB is Boltzmann's
constant. When the distribution f{rpt) is near f (rp) it may be written
eq.
as
f{rpt) = f (rp)[l + h{rpt)]
eq.
The linearized Boltzmann equation governs the time development of




-�- h{rpt) = J f (Pl)gI(g, e )[h' +h'l:-h-h ]dQ dp. (2)m ux eq. 1 . 1
a
The right hand side of (2) gives the effect of bindary collisions on the
change of distribution function with time. The prime and subscript 1
on the hi s refer to its momentum variable, p ,only. For instance,
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hi means h(rpit) . The four different momentum variables indicated
refer to the bindary collision (p, PI) � (p', pi). g is the relative
velocity which turns over the angle e in the solid angle dO during the
collision. I(g, e) is the differential eros s -section, which depends on
the intermolecular force.
It will be shown that (2) may be rewritten such that it possesses






.. , S .. = S .. and S .. is a semi-positive definite. In
1J J 1 1J J 1 1J
analogy with the thinking used in section B of Chapter II, the analogue of
a. in (3) for this case will be h(rpt) which must be thought of as
1
labeled by rand p • Therefore, the summations indicated in (3) over
the labels of the a .' s become integrations over rand p for h(rpt) •
1
After establishing the form (3), in this sense, for (2), fluctuations will
also be introduced transforming the linearized Boltzmann equation into
a generalized O-U process ..
B. Linearized Boltzmann Equation as a Regres sion Equation
The right hand side of (2) may be written in the form
- Jf (pi )K(p,p' )h(rp't)dp' where the kernel K(p, pI) is symmetric,
eq.
isotropic, and semi-positive definite.. Isotropy means that K(p, pi)
depends only on Ip I, Ipl I and p pi . Semi-positive definiteness meansa a
that except for five zero-eigenvalues corresponding to the five conserva-
tion laws for binary collisions, the eigenvalues of K(ppl) are positive.
All of these properties were proved by Hilbert and Enskog.
2)
Not very
rrnch is known about the eigenvalue spectrum in general. For Maxwell




and goes to infinity.3) For hard spheres the spectrum begins with a
discrete series which converges to a continuum which extends to
infinity.
4) In some of the following it will be as sumed that a discrete
spectrum is being dealt w ith, so that formally summations are used
everywhere. This is merely a formal convenience and the case of a
continuum spectrum require s only formal change s in pre sentation.
1vforeover, the que stion of convergence of eigenfunction expansions will
not be broached and they too must be considered as formal series.
Define a(rpt), A (rp, r ' pi) and S(rp, r ' pi) by
1/2
a(rpt) = f (p)h(rpt)
e q,
1/2 Pa a




S(rp, rlpl) = f (p)f (p')K(pp')o(r-r')
eq. eq.
Putting (4) into (2) and using the K(pp') form of the right hand side of
(2) gives
a
at a(rpt) + IIA(rp, rlpl )a(r'p't)dr'dp'
= - IIS(rp, ripl )a(rlplt)drldpl . (5)
A(rp, r'p') is antisymmetric because of its a� o(r�rl) factor and
a
S(rp, r ' p') is symmetric and semi-po sitive definite because of its
K(pp') factor. Therefore, thinking of rand p as labels as suggested
at the end of section A, the linearized Boltzmann equation, (5), is of the
form of the average regression equation for a stationary Gaussian Markov




The linearized Boltzmann equation give s a contracted de scription
of the behavior of a dilute gas. The precise description of the gas re­
quires the Lionville equation which describes the motion of the gas in
its phase-space. Consequently, h(rpt) must be considered to fluctuate
in time. The form of the linearized Boltzmann equation given in (5)
suggests that the fluctuation may be described by adding to the regres­
sion equation, (5), a fluctuating force term f
1/ 2(p) C(rpt) so as to make
eq.
it a generalized O-U process. In terms of h(rpt) the linearized
Boltzmann equation with fluctuations then becomes
a Pa a
at h(rpt) + -;;, ax",
h(rpt) = - fK(pp')£
eq.
(pI )h(rp' t)dp' + C(rpt). (6)
1/2
To get (6) $ a common factor of f (p) has been factored out of (5),
eq.
as well as replacing A(rp, rip') and S(rp, r'p') in (5) by their definitions.
C (rpt) must satisfy a correlation formula
<C(rpt) C(r'p'ti» = 2Q(rp, rip' )6(t-t') (7 )
Q(rp, r' p') may be explicitly determined by invoking the fluctuation­
dissipation theorem once the entropy Ii rria.tr ix '", E(rp� r'pi) , has been
determined.
The entropy Ii rnatr i.x" for a dilute gas obeying Boltzmann's
equation follows from the expression for the entropy given by
S(t) = - KBJJf(rpt) In[f(rpt)]drdp (8)




This converts (8) into
S{t) == - KBff{f {p)ln[f (p)] + f (p)ln[l + h{rpt)] +eq. eq. e q,
(9 )
+ f {p)h{rpt)ln[f (p)] + f (p)h{rpt)ln[l+h{rpt)] 7_ drdp •
e� e� e� j
Define S by
eq.
s == - KBfff {p)ln[f (p)]drdp 0eq. eq. eq.
Since h{rpt) is small because the gas is near equilibrium, In[l+h{rpt)]
may be approximated by h{rpt) - �h2{rpt) • Therefore, to second
order in h{rpt) , (9) becomes
{
1 2
S{t) == S -KBff f (p)h{rpt) - -2 f {p)h (rpt) +e� e� e�
2
-3/2 P 2 J+ f {p)h(rpt)[ln[n (2rr.mKBT ) ] - 2mK T ] + f {p)h (rpt) drdp,eq. eq. eq. B eq.eq.
(1O )
The integrals of f (p)h{rpt) and f {p)h{rpt)ln[n (21TmKBT r3/2]e� e� e� e�
are zero since the total number of gas molecule s is constant. Similarly,
2
the integral of - f (p)h{rpt) 2ml T is zero since the total kineticeq. B eqo
energy of the gas is also a constant of the motion. Therefore, (1O) simplies
to
S{t) == S - 21 KBfff (p)h2{rpt)drdp • (ll)eq. e q,
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U sing definition (4) in (11) give s
1 2
S(t) = S - -2 KBff a (rpt)drdpeq.
from which it follows that E(rp, rip') , the entropy tfmatrix", must be
E(rp, rip') = o(r-rl)o(p-pl) (12)
Putting (12) into the fluctuation-dissipation theorem and using (4) gives
the expression which is explicitly the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
for this case
(13)
Equations (6) and (13) completely de scribe the fluctuating linearized
Boltzmann equation.
D. Eigenfunction Expansions
As discussed in section B a discrete spectrum for K(pp') is
assumed for formal convenience. The eigenvalues of K(pp') may be
denoted by A.,. while', the eigenfuric tdorrs .a'r.e denoted by ¢. (p). The ¢..' sl 1 1
are taken to 'he or thogcna.l 'to each other with' respect to the we ight ing





K(pp') has the expansion
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and C (rpt) ha s the expan s ion
Because K(pp') has five zero eigenvalues, they will be taken to be
the fir st five for i = 1, .•. ,5. The two expansions just given then become
sums from 6 to 00 0 This is obvious for K(pp') and for C(rpt) it
follows from (13) since this requires that F.(rt) = 0 for i = 1, ... ,5.
1
Finally h(rpt) may also be expanded as
Putting all these expansions into (6) gives
where Blk is defined by
Q:'
(16)
From (13) the F I S are easily seen to satisfy1
The form of the fluctuating Boltzmann equation in terms of eigenfunction
expansions will be used extensively in the next chapter.
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E. Consistency with the Landau and Lifshitz Theory
In Chapter II it was shown that the theory of hydrodynamical
fluctuations gave rise to the Langevin equation. By analogy, it is of
interest in this chapter to see if the theory of IJ.-space fluctuations just
presented can give rise to the theory of hydrodynamical fluctuations.
In the case of the linearized Boltzmann equation the a 1 (rt)t s are the
variables necessary for a complete description of the system in IJ.-space.
They are very many in number since 1 goes from 1 to 00 and r roams
over the entire domain of the system.. In the Landau and Lifshitz theory
for hydrodynamical fluctuations there are many fewer variables since
the description is given in terms of the five hydrodynamical variables
which corre spond to the fir st five of the coefficients a 1 (rt) in the
eigenfunction expansion of h(rpt) 0 Note that these first five of the
a
1 (rt)t s are associated with the five zero eigenvalue s and will there­
fore vary in time much more slowly than the other a1 (rt}' s • The
condition for the possibility of a contracted description is therefore
fulfilled and the question arises how to express the contraction idea
by an unambiguous mathematical procedure. Such a procedure was
first developed by Enskog5) for the derivation of the Navier-Stokes
equations from the Boltzmann equation, and the Enskog method has
been adapted here to derive the Landau and Lifshitz equations from
the linearized Boltzmann equation with fluctuations as propo sed in the
previous section. The details will be presented in Chapter IV since
the computations are quite long. To illustrate the Enskog procedure
it will be shown in the next section how the Kramer's diffusion equation
in phase space for a harmonic oscillation (see Chapter I, section E)
can for the case of strong damping be contracted to the so -called
Smoluchovski diffusion equation in coordinate space.
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F. Contraction Procedure for Brownian Motion of a Harmonic Oscillator
For the case of the Brownian motion of an overdamped
-
harmonic
oscillator, the distribution of momenta quickly relaxes to a Maxwell
distribution while the distribution in coordinate space takes much longer
to relax to its equilibrium distribution. Consequently, it is expected
that after a short initial period the description in terms of both mo­
rrerrturn and position will contract to a description in terms of position
only. The complete distribution function, is governed by the equation
given at the end of Chapter 10
a n a 2 a a a a2
'BtP{xpt)+'M ax p{xpt)-Mw x ap P{xpt)=M[-ap{pP(xpt)+MKBT eq.¥ P{xpt)] •
(18)
Note that equation (18) is not of the same kind as the Boltzmann equation.
Equation (18) is the Fokker-Planck equation for an O-U process describ­
ing the Brownian motion of harmonic oscillator while the fluctuating
Boltzmann equation is itself an O-U process.
6)
However, formally,
either kind of equation may be contracted. Note also that (18) can be
looked upon as an average regression equation of the standard type (3).
which makes the analogy still closer.
Denote the equilibrium Maxwell distribution in the momenta by:
-1/2 p2P (p) = (2lTMKBT ) exp[ - 2MK T ]e� e� B eq.
which is, of course, independent of x 0 Define Q{xt) by
Q{xt) = J P{xpt)dp
Near enough to equilibrium p{xpt) may be expected to behave like
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P (p)Q(xt) in the strongly overdamped case, which corresponds to
eq.
a
large values of M • Therefore, the behavior of the 0 scillator
will
approximately be described by Q(xt) which is independent of p •
Q(xt) gives a contracted description. The equation Q(xt) must satisfy
will now be dete rmine d.
a
Let - = 8 and let the rate of relaxation be measured in terms
M
of 8 • Expand p(xpt) as
1 1
p(xpt) = P
eq. (p)[Ro(xpt)+e R/xpt)+e2R2(xpt)+ •.. ]. (19)
Define J (xt) by
n
J (xt) = JP (p)pR (xpt)dp .
n e q, n
Therefore, integration of (18) over p yields
a 1 a oc 1
7t Q(xt) =
-
M �:E -8n J (xt)o ox n=o n (20)
Equation (20) suggests that it is meaningful to introduce a formal
expansion of the time derivative by
(21)
The meaning of each order of the expanded time derivative follows from
1
putting (21) into (20) and equating terms of equal order in 8 • This
give s the definitions
a
'n 1 a




Putting (19) and (21) into (18) and equating terms of equal order in e
gives a series of equations which must be solved successively. The
first few are
MK T ...2_ (p ...2_ R ) = 0
B eq. ap" eq. ap 0
(23)
ao a 2 a a a
- P R +-E.._ P R - M:w x-a P R = MKBT -a (p -a Rl) (24)at eq. 0 M ax eq. 0 p eq. 0 eq. p e q, p






.) has one zero-eigenvalue eigenfunction
p eq. p
which in normalized form with re spect to the weighting function
P (p) is simply the constant function 1. Therefore, the solution"
eq.
to (23) is
R (xpt) = Q (xt)
o 0
(26)
In order that (24) has a solution it is necessary that the left hand side
of (24) does not contain zero-eigenvalue eigenfunctions of the operator
a a
ap (peq. ap· ) • This can be guaranteed by impo sing a solubility
condition which requires that the left hand side of (24) is orthogonal
"
" a a
with the zero «e igenva Iue eigenfunctions of -a (p -a·). In thep eq. p
case at hand this is achieved by multiplying (24) by 1 and integrating
over p • Doing this to the left hand side of (24) and setting the result




� Q (xt) = 0at 0 (27)
In general solubility conditions must be imposed to all orders in any
problem involving contraction as in this case. A uniqueness condition
on the solutions must also be imposed by requiring that the solution
for Rl in (24) does not contain a contribution proportional to the




. ) • Such an unique-
p e q, p
ness condition will also be imposed on all orders of the solutions in




which trivially has the solution
(29)
The computation must go on for one more order at least in order to
finish the contraction. The solubility condition for (25) is
alIa 2 2 a
at Qo+ M ax QIJp P {p)dp-Mw xQIJ-a {pp (p»dp = o. (30)eq. p e q,
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The integrals in (30) can be performed and give
(3l)
Putting (29) into (3l) gives the equation
a K T 2
__! Q (xt) = Beg. _a_ Q (xt) + w2-aa (xQ (xt)) (32)at 0 M ax2 0 x 0
1
Coupled with (27), (32) gives up to order e a contracted description
of the Brownian motion of a harmonic oscillator through the equation
K T a2 2 a�Q ( t) = .! [ Beg. -a2 Q (xt) + W -a (xQ (xt))]at 0 x e M x 0 x 0 (33)
which is the so -called Smoluchovski equation. To get a contracted
description up to order ! the procedure was applied twice; this will be
generally true for any equation which is to be contracted. To get a
description valid to higher orders in ! it is necessary to apply the
procedure an appropriate greater number of times. For this particular
example of Brownian motion of a harmonic oscillator it can, in fact,
1 7)be shown how to solve the equation in this manner to all orders of 8.






K T� Q = (w2). 2· [ Beg .. fl. Q +W 2 �(xQ)] (34)at 0 M � 0 ax 0
for odd n •
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Putting all of these equations together with (21) gives
(35 )
if () is large enough, which is the case for overdamping as was assumed
initially: Note that (35) differs from (33) only by a factor ( l-w�/()2 )
which modifies the friction constant.. Generally, the solution of a con­
traction procedure to higher and higher order of the relaxation parameter,
� , will introduce higher and higher order derivatives in x That
this does not occur in this example is fortuitous and is a consequence
of the harmonic pot.ent ia l,
The essential features of the contraction procedure in general
are the expanded time derivative, the solubility conditions, and the
uniqueness conditions. The solubility conditions up to the desired order
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and putting this into (25) re suits in the identity
(I)
Two more equations are necessary to obtain the next two orders
1 1
of the approximation. To orders 82 and 83 the equations are
00 01 O2 0 0
-P R t-P R t-P R t_E.-p R -Mwlx-p R =
ot eq. 2 ot eq. 1 ot eq. 0 M ox eq. 2 op eq. 2
o 0
= MK T -(p -R)B e q, op e q, op 3
(II)
00 01 O2 03 0 2 0-P Rt-P Rt-P R;+-P Rt.E...-P R_-Mwx-PR=ot eq. 3 ot eqo 2 ot eq. 1 ot eq. 0 M ox eq. 3_ op ·eq. 3
= MK T _Q_(P �R)B eq.. op eq. op 4 (III)





and putting this into (II) re su It s in the. identitie s
(V)
2
and QI = w Q
3 1
The solubility condition for (III) re suIts in the equation
83 2 K T 8 2
- Q = w � Beg. -8 Q + w xQ ]at 0 M x 0 0 (VI)





The Application of the Enskog Contraction Procedure to the
Linearized Boltzmann Equation with Fluctuations
A. The Basic Formulae
It is convenient to collect together here some of the results of
Chapter III. There, the linearized Boltzmann equation with fluctuations
was established in the form
a Pa a -
-a h(rpt)+- -a-h(rpt) = - JK(pp')f (p' )h(rp't)dp' + C (rpt) (1)t m x eq.
a .
with C (rpt) satisfying
(C(rpt) C(r1pltl» = 2K(pp' )o(r-rl )O(t_tl) (2)
-3/2 p2f (p) = n (2rrrnKBT ) exp[ - 2mK T ]e� e� e� B eq.
The kernel K(ppl) has orthonormal eigenfunctions </>.(p) with eigen-
1
values A. and weighting function _1_ f (p). For 1 = 1, .•• ,5 ,
1 n eq.
e q,
</>ip) has eigenvalue A 1 = 0 and corresponds to the five conserved
quantities in a collisi on. The explicit values of the </> ip)' s for
1= 1, ••• ,5 arel)
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for a= 2,3,4 and
_ � 1/2 -1r 1-q>5{P) - (3) (KBT ) (2 - 2 KBT )e q, m eq. (3 )





The Fl{rt)1 s using (2) must satisfy
(7)
From the usual definition of the hydrodynamical variables: density,
local velocity, and local temperature, their values for the linearized
case given by
f{rpt) = f (p)[l + h{rpt)]
eq.
are




n u (rt) = If (p)- h{rpt)dpeq. a eq. m (9 )
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3 3 KB T 1 2
-2 KB�T{rt)+ 2
eg. �n{rt)=- If (P)..E....2 h{rpt)dp (10)n n e q, m
eq. eq.





�p{rt) where �p{rt) = p{rt) - p .
n e�
eq.
A s in section F of Chapter III a scaling parameter () is
2) aintroduced. Both h{rpt) and the time derivative at are expanded.
(12)
It is further asserted that K(pp') is of order () so that if K = 8K
the K is of order zero in () • Moreover, the eigenvalues of K are
Xl = � Al· Finally, C(rpt) is taken to be of order zero in () •
Taking this into account and putting (11) and (12) into (1) give s to equal
orders in � the set of equations




-at h (rpt)+- -a-h (rpt)= - IK(ppl)f (pI )hl(rp't)dp' + C(rpt)o m x 0 e�a (14)
a
0 al pa a _
at hI(rpt) + ath0 (rpt) + � ax hl(rpt) = - IK (ppl )f (pl)h (rpl t)dpleq. 2 (15 )
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ao al a2 p a
-at h2(rpt)t-h (rpt)+-h (rpt)t..!!. -h (rpt)= -fK(pp')f (pl)h_ (rp't)dp'.at 1 at 0 m ax 2 e q. -3
a
(16)
This series of equations goes on for higher and higher orders of
1
8
• The solution to these equations is obtained successively by invok-
ing, as in Chapter III, solubility conditions and conditions for unique­
ness. The uniqueness conditions are expressed by assuming that in
the expansions of the successive approximations, h (rpt) , in terms
n
of the eigenfunctions, 'PJ.(p) , only ho(rpt) contains the first five
eigenfunctions. Therefore, if
then it is assumed that
a�n)(rt) = 0 for J.:;:. 1, .•• ,5 when n> 0 • (17)
That the conditions (17) insure uniqueness will become apparent as the
computation proceeds in the following.
B. The Zero and First Order Approximations
Clear ly, the solution to (13) is given by the zero -eigenvalue
eigenfunctions of K(pp') • Therefore,
(18)
The uniqueness conditions (17) imply that the hydrodynamical quantities




following identitie s are obtained
(0) -1
al (rt) = n .6n(rt)eq.
(19 )
(20)
(0) 3 1/2 1
a (rt) = (-) -.6T(rt)5 2 T
eq.
(21)
In order to solve (l�) it is nece s sary to impo se a solubility condition
which requires that all terms in (1.,4) must be orthogonal with the zero­
eigenvalue eigenfunctions of R(pp') • C(rpt) automatically has this
property by virtue of (5). The solubility condition is therefore
1 80 Pa 8





B = f- f (p)�IJ(p)- �k(p)dpa n eq. .x. m
eq.
(23)
Putting (23) and (18) into (22) gives










n KB-a �T(rt)=--3n KBT -a-u(rt). (27)eq. t e q, eq. x a
a
Equations (25) through (27) may be viewed as defining the zero order
time derivative of the hydrodynamical quantitie s. Note that to this
order of approximation the fluctuating force, C(rpt) has made no
contribution.
Finally, if conditions (22) are satisfied then the uniquene s s
conditions, (17), guarantee that (14) admits of a unique solution for
hl(rpt) • The expansion coefficients, a�l)(rt) are easily verified to
be given by
a (l)(rt)1. (28)
c. The Second Order Approximation
The solubility conditions for (15) are
1 a1 Pa a
f � /p)- f (p)[-ah (rpt) t- -a-hl(rpt)]dp = 0 for 1. = 1, ••• ,5. (29)x: n eq. tom x
e� a
In terms of the expansion coefficients (29) becomes
a1 (0) a ()
-at all (rt) = - � B1.k_ a
1
( t) fill 5
.x.. k= 6 a ax k





Substituting (28) into (30) gives
a 2
_la(o)(rt)=_l_ � 2 Blk � Bkj a a(o)(rt) __L, � Blk � �F (rt).at 1 n k= 6 j= 6 a Ak 13 ax axp_ j n k= 6 a Ak axa ke� a � e�
(31)
For the case of spherically symmetric intermolecular potentials,
which is assumed throughout this discussion, the CPl(P)1s are either
even or odd under the reflection: p <:--7 -p • Therefore, from (23) it
is seen that
unless cP ip) and cp/p) have the same parity under p�) -p • Keeping
this in mind and using the following list of definitions
IT
� V=!!l � Bl-Lk.! Pf3kV andaj3 e k=6 a At k (32)
(1) atJ. aP (rt)= - IT -u (rt)aj3 13 V ax tJ.
V
and q(l)(rt) = - Q p. -aa .6T(rt)a at--' j3 (33)
K T
P (rt)=(mK T l/21 � Bak.J-i (rt) and Jl)(rt)=(ll/2 B ego � B�kJ-F (rt)aj3 B eq. e k= 6 13 Ak k qa 2 e k= 6 a Ak k
(34)




a1 a (1) a -(1)mn -au (rt) = - e-a-p (rt) - e-p (rt) (36)eq. t a j3 aj3 aj3 aj3
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1. n K �t.T{rt) = _ () _a_ q (l)(rt) _ e_a_ q(l) (rt) • (37)2 eq. B at ax a- ax a-
a- a-
Furthermore, from (7) it is easily verified that
<p(�) (rt) P (1) (r' t' ) = 2KBT 6 (t-t')6 (r -r' )II��a-� �v e� �v (38)
2
2K BT 6 (t-tl )6 (r-r')Q p.eq. a-� (39 )
(p (1) (rt) q(l) (r' t! ) = 0a-!3 � (40)
Combining equations (35) through (37) with equations (25) through (27)
.
a 1
and takmg at up to order 8 so that
gives
a a
-a � n(rt) + n -a- u (rt) = 0t eq. x Q!
Q!
( 41)





K _2._AT(rt)+n K T _a_u (rt)= "'-aa q{l)(rt) --aa il)(rt) •2' neq• B at eq. B eq. ax a x a xa Q!a a
(43)
Equations (38) through (40) give the correlations of the fluctuating
forces. These equations are precisely of the same form as the Landau
and Lifshitz equations for fluctuating hydrodynamic s, For the case of
spherically symmetric intermolecular potentials it will be shown in a
all
subsequent section of this chapter that the tensor form of II(3 v and
Qa(3 is that given for the ,Landau and Lifshitz theory in Chapter II.
It should be noted that since the Landau and Lifshitz theory
of fluctuating hydrodynamic s is derivable from the contraction of the
fluctuating Boltzmann equation, and since each of these theories is of
the standard form of a stationary Gaussian Markov process, then the
second order approximation of the contraction of a stationary Gaussian
Ma r'kov process is itself sometimes a stationary Gaussian Markov
process. It turns out always to be true for any stationary Gaussian
Markov proces s , and this specific instance is merely an example of a
1.
. 3)
very genera s i.tuat io n,
Finally, if conditions (29) are satisfied, then the uniqueness
conditions (17), guarantee that (15) admits of a unique solution for
( (2)h2 rpt) • The expansion coefficients, a 1. (rt) are found to be given
by
(44)
+ t; B1.k� 1 (-
5 kj a (o)
k=6 a ax l
Fk{rt) ... '�l B(.). -a_. a. (rt»]
a k J- to' j3 J
wherein (28) has been substituted.
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D. The Third Order Approximation
It is of interest to carry the contraction procedure further by
one more order in � and thereby obtain the Burnett hydrodynamica1
fluctuations. The solubility conditions for (16) are
•
In terms of the expansion coefficients and using (44) to eliminate the
a(2)·s equations (45) become1.
�a(O)(rt)= _ 1 � B1k_a_[(J-/ � Bkj_a_ ao a(O)(rt) +at 1. n 2 k= 6 a ax Ak j= 1 � Bx, at jeq. a p
(46)
1 CO 1.k' a 1 2
a
0 -- 1 to kj a 1 ....+
n2 k�6Ba ax [(�) B'tFk(rt)+r ';;6 Bp, -a- A F.(rt)]
eq. a k k
J t-' ')3 j J
for 1. = 1, ••• , 5
Again using (23), note that








p(2)(rt) = _1_ Qa a �T(rt) + D�I-Lv ax
a
atO Ull (rt) (48)Q:'� T ..,.� v ax ax t' r
eq. I-l v v
and
2 a·
(2) I-L a ,a 0
q (rt) = Q A a a u (rt) + D A -a
-
-at � T (rt)a vQ:'t' Xv � jJ. at' x�
(mK T )1/2








- An{rt) = 0 (50)at
rrn � u Crt) = _ rl_a_p(2){rt) _ 82 _a_ p(2){rt) (51)
eq. at a ax� a� a� a�
Furthermore from (7) it is easily verified that
a a
- 2K T o{t-t' )Qp, -a
- o{r-r')
B eq. t-' va- x
v
(?3)
= ... 2KBT 0 (t-t') Q� a a, 0 (r -r )eq. . t-'v(S' x
v
(54)
<p{l) (rt) p(2){r' t'»a� tJ.v
a
= - 2KBT 0 (r -r' )D:l-l aO, 0 (t-t')eq. t-' v t (55 )
<�l){rt) q�2) (r1tl »
a
= - 2KBT!q. 6 (r-rl) D�i3 a�' 6 (t-tl) (56)
a
°
In the last several equations the derivative at appears.
It is to be
applied only when manipulations finally result in its application on a
hydrodynamical quantity. In such cases it is defined by equations (25)
through (27). When equations (50) through (52) are corn'bine d with
a ao 1 a1 1 a2
equations (41) through (43) and at is taken to mean at + eat + ez at
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up to order � 2 then the Burnett hydrodynamical equations in linearized
form with fluctuations are obtained. For the case of spherically sym-
t r i
.




This will be done in the next section ..
Note that while the contraction procedure produced a stationary
Gaussian Markov process to order � of the approximation, it did not
do so to order � 2 • This is most easily seen by noting that, for
instance, < q�2)(rt) q�2)(r' t') 'l does not correspond to any dis s ipa t ive
coefficient of the average Burnett equations since it must contribute to
the next order in �
E. Spherically Symmetric Intermolecular Potentials
For spherically symmetric intermolecular potentials the
cf>k(P)' s may always be written in manifestly spherically symmetric
form as products of scalar functions of p with spherical tensors in
p
(57)
where rk and lIc manifestly depend on k ,
rk
�l (p) is a scalar
k
function of p , and (. p ... p > is a totally symmetric form in theiJ.l tJ.lk
P IS with all possible traces equal to zero. Examples are
IJ-i




In the notation of (57) the five zero-eigenvalue eigenfunctions are given
by
cf>l(P) = 1 = ljJ�(p)
2
( ) - (£) 11 2 (K T ) -1(...E- l K T ) _ .1,1 ( )cf>S p - 3 B eq. 2m - 2 B eq. - 't'0 P •
It is de sired to compute the precise tensor form of II�� ,, at-'
Q Dl-lv DI and Ql-l • To do so it is necessary to computea!3' a!3' a!3 a!3�








f f (p) [ (p p > + -3 p () ]cf> . (p)dPe q, l-l a l-la J (60 )
(62)
In (60) the � p2{)�a term may be written as a linear combination of cf>/p)
and cf>S (p) and therefore makes no contribution to the integral for j � 6 •
3
Similarly, the - 'ZKBT p term of (61) is proportional to cf> (p) ande� Q! a
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therefore make s no contribution to the integral for j � 6 • Because the
< p p '> term of (60) corre sponds to 1. = 2 , only ¢ .(p)r S with 1.. = 2tJ. a J J
will give non-zero integrals. Therefore, using (57), (60) becomes





= m:g• ffeq• (p) 4J2 J(p)p
-
(PtJ.Pa) <PtJ.lPtJ. \. (63)eq. [
�In (61) the p term corre sponds to 1. = 1 so that e . (p)1 s with2m a YJ
1.. = 1 only will produce non-zero integrals. Therefore, using (57),
J
(61) becomes
B5j_(l:..)1/2 1 ffeq.(p)lJ;1rj(p)pPPudP (64)a - 3 2m2n K T a: r
eq. B eq.
·k
The BJ terms are necessary only for computation of QtJ. which it
a a�
nay be seen from (47) requires that 1.. = 2 and 1.k = 1 because of (63)
·k J
and (64). Therefore, BJ will be evaluated only for the 1. = 2 and
a j
1.k = 1 case. Therefore, (62) becomes
(65 )
Using some well known integral theorems for spherical tensors multiplied









ik 1 r . rk 2BJ - If ().I. J( ).1. ()d (0 0 +0 0 -0 0 )a-ISmn e • p P't' 2 P 't'l P P a � v� a � vl1
-
3 a v � iJ.
•
eq.
q 1 2 2 1 1 2
(68)
In order to simplify these expressions further the following
definitions are useful




If (p)p y;'l J(p)dpeq. (69)
Putting (69) into (66) through (68) and using (32) and (47) gives











The prime s on the :;EI S is to indicate that the sums are to be taken
over only those values of j or k which correspond with the allowed
values of 1j or 1k which are either 1 or 2 in the cases above. For
instance, in (70), 1, = 2 must hold so that only those j for which
J eo
1. = 2 are summed over by '�61 • Similarly, for the others theJ J=
proper value of 1 is given by the subscript of the N term.
Note that from (70) and (71) the tensor form of the Landau and
Lifshitz theory is obtained.
F. Maxwell Molecules6)
The assumption of Maxwell molecules means that the inter­
rro Ie cu la r potential is assumed to be � where K is a constant.r
r'
This re sult s in explicit value s for the A.I s and for the ljJ nJ(p)1 s . The
J ..tj
eigenvalue s for Maxwell molecule s will be denoted by












For the same value of 1. two M� I S are orthogonal if their r's are
different. U sing this property and remembering that jlk � 6 , give s
for N�, Nt and N��
(76)
For Maxwell molecules, the numerical value of the eigenvalues is given
. .. 2k 1/2
by the sub st itut ion X.. -+ (-) X. 1. where k is the strength of theJ m rj j
potential. Using this substitution with (76), the numerical coefficients for
the tensor s given in (70) through (74), which will be denoted by" , K ,
D , DI , and Q are given by
and
(K T )2
Q= _1_ B eg" (�) 1
n m 2k X.o2 X. 11eq.
(77)










f-- f (p)L p p dp e - m(K T ) ()
n e q. 2m a j3 2 B e q. aj3
eq.
2) In contrast with the problem of Brownian motion of a harmonic
oscillator treated in Chapter III, the parameter 8 here doe s not
have a direct physical interpretation. It is desired to develop in a
scaling parameter which measures how slowly the hydrodynamical
variables vary in time, and it will turn out afterwards that ! is of
the order of the relative change of the hydrodynamical variable s over
a mean free time.
3) In order to prove that the second order approximation for the contrac­
tion of a stationary Gaussian Markov process is again a stationary
Gaussian Markov process it is very useful to establish a canonical
representation for general stationary Gaussian Markov processes.
This will be done fir st and then the contraction procedure will be
applied to the canonical representation.
In general an arbitrary stationary Gaussian Markov proces s has
the following properties: The dynamical laws are
i. +A .. a. :;:: - S .. a. + F.




where A., is antisymmetric, 5" is symmetric and semi-
1J 1J







-1 -1 +] ( )Fit Fj s = Gi1E lj + Eil G lj 0 t-s (II)
wherein G" = A" + 5" and E" is a real po sitive definite matrix.
1J 1J 1J 1J
E,. is determined by the fir st probability distribution function for
1J
the process, W l(a) , by
1
W1(a) = W exp[--Z a,E .. a.]o 1 1J J (III)
The propertie s of E" allow it to be diagonalized by an orthogonal
1J
matrix 0" such that
1J
where d. > 0 • Define D" by D" = d,o" • Finally, define
1 1J 1J 1 1J
a! by a! = D"O'kak • Putting this in (III) gives1 1 1J J
(IV)
Therefore, EI = 0 ...
ij 1J









G�.= n'l)ol)kGk 0 n .1J U. s: n mn mJ
Since S .. was semi-positive definite it follows from Chapter I
1J
that the eigenvalues of G.. all have non-negative real parts. Th is
1J
guarantees that the solutions to (I) converge asymptotically in time.
From
IIGI - AI II = IlnOGO -In -1_ AI II = IIno(G - AI)O -In -111 = IIG - AI II
it follows that G" and GI,. have the same eigenvalues which implies
1J 1J




-1' -1' +1] ( )= D. I) 0 I) D 'kOk [G E + E G ]0 t - s = [G � I) E I)' + E 'I) G I)' 0 t - s =l.1t. x: m J ,n mp pn mp pn l.1t. .It. J lJt..It. J .
= [G�. + G�"]o(t-S);2SI.. 0(t-S)
1J 1J 1J
A s a final step, SI" may be diagonalized by a unitary transformation
1J




a, + A, .a , = - A,a, + F,
1 1J J 1 1 1
(VI)
where A" is antisymmetric and the A,I s are all non-negative1J 1
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and real. The F's
i satisfy
,(If. (t) F. ( s ) = 2 A . <5 •• <5 (t - s ) .
"1 J 1 1J
(VII)
Note that for convenience the same notation is used in (I), (II),
(VI) and (VII) whereas in fact the a .' s of (VI) are different from
1
those in (I) and are obtained by the series of transformations
described above. Equations (VI) and (VII) are called the canonical
representation of the process.
The canonical representation (VI) qualifies for contraction when
the spectrum of A.I s breaks up into at least two distinct groups on
1
the basis of size. This obtains when some of the A.' s are zero
1
whereas others are not. Assume that the first n A.'S are zero.
1
The index a will be used for these n A.' s whereas the index i
1
will be used for all the other s,
of a scaling parameter !
The a 's
i
are expanded in power s
(0) 1 (1) 1 (2) .
a. = a. + � a. + 72 a. + ••.1 1 0 1 0 1 (VIII)
-
Let A. = 8 A .. define A. which is taken to be of order zero in 8 •
1 1 1





' is formally expanded as
(IX)









Equation (X) has the solution a (0) for a;:: 1, 2, ••• n since
a
\ = 0 for a= 1, 2, ••• n and a�o)= 0 for i> n since l. f. 0
ll
for i > n • From (VII) F = 0 for a = 1, 2 ••• n $0 that the so.lu­
a
hility conditions for' (XI) are
(XIII)
The uniqueness conditions for (XI) are simply a (1) = 0 for
a




_ �[A. a(o)_ F.]A. la a 1
1
for i > n (XIV)
The solubility conditions for (XII) are
d
_1 a (0) + A a (1) ;:: 0
dt a aj j
(XV)
Substituting (XIV) into (XV) gives










Combining, (XIII) and (XVI) and taking
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t d . 1. h .up 0 or er one In e g rv e s t e equations
�a(o)+ A a(o) = _ A 1 A a(o)+ A _1 F-




S =A _1 A
af3 ja A. jf3
J




is symmetric and at least
semipo sitive definite. The sum over j indicated by the repeated
index is from j > n to j = 00 as is implied by -(XIV) and (XV).
Finally, defining F' by
a
'" 1 '"
F' = A - F
a ja A. j
J
it is easily verified from (VII) that
Therefore, (XVII) has the form of a stationary Gaussian Markov
process which was what was desired to be shown.
4) Note that in (48) the matrix Q� appears in both p(2) and q(2) •af3l' a(3 a
This type of symmetry relationship is quite general in each order
of approximation and may be viewed as a kind of generalized
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Onsager reciprocity relation. For Burnett it was already noticed
in the literature.
5) The integral theorems are: given any scalar function F{p) , then
and
1 2
Jf {p)F{p)p.p.dp = -3· s .. Jf (p)F{p)p dpeq. 1 J - 1J e q,
See L. Waldmann, Handbuch d e r Physik, Volume 12, pp. 388-389.
6) See Uhlenbeck and Ford, Lecture s in Statistical Mechanic s,
American Mathematical Society (1963), p, 85.
7) See C. S. Wang Chang and G. E. Uhlenbeck, Report of the Eng.






In this chapter a number of topic s and que stions will be discus sed
which are sugge sted by the development up to this point but which are
otherwise unrelated. Some of the questions arise if it is desired to
generalize the theory to open systems, or to multicomponent systems
wherein chemical reactions can occur. Not all of the questions have
been fully answered and an exhaustive account will not be presented. In
this sense, only the prolegomena for a future theory are pre sented.
In Section B the entropy production in closed systems is discus sed
and its relationship to the second law of thermodynamics is analysed.
In Section C open systems are introduced and again the que stion of
entropy production is discus sed. A general entropy reduction theorem
is proved for open systems, and the relation of this to the minimum
dissipation theorems of Onsager and Prigogine is discussed. In Section
D the que st ion is raised whether for an open system with time inde­
pendent inputs, the input and output terms can be replaced by appro­
priate boundary conditions asymptotically in time when a steady state
is achieved. Although this question is not answered in general a simple
example is worked out -in which such a replacement is achieved. In
Section E it is shown that close to equilibrium the equations for chemical
reaction kinetics are of the form of a stationary Gaussian Markov process.
This permits the introduction of fluctuating chemical forces leading to
a stochastic form of the chemical rate equations. In this case the con­
sideration of open systems is e specially appropriate.
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B. Entropy Production in C 10 sed Systems
The systems discussed in the preceding chapters did not exchange
physical quantities with the external environment and are, therefore,
closed systems. Such systems have been characterized by n variables
a. (t) , for i = 1, 2, .•• , n , which satisfy the equations1
�. + A .. a. = - S .. a. + F. (1)
1 1J J 1J J 1
when the behavior of the systems is close enough to equilibrium. Using
G .. = S .. + A.. and
1J 1J 1J
the correlation formulae for the F I S are
i
2Q .. o (t- s)
1J
(2)
The W l(a) distribution for the process described by (1) and (2) is
Wl(a) = W exp [-a.E .. a'] (3)o 1 1J J
Invoking the Boltzmann-Planck relation for the entropy, S = KBln W 1
give s an expres sion for the entropy which is
1
S=S --2KBa.E .. a.o 1 1J J ( 4)
where S = KBln W • The question now arises whether or not in theo 0
approach to equilibrium, which is characterized by a = 0 , the entropyi
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increases monotonically to S as might be expected from the usual
o
interpretation of the second law of thermodynamics. It will be shown
that this is not the case, so that the second law must be interpreted
ITDre subtly.
To begin with, the entropy fluctuates just like the other thermo­
dynamical variables. Therefore, it is likely that the second law
should be applied to the average value of the entropy at a time t .
The average value at time t is given by
From (5) two points must be carefully noted. The first is that
the equilibrium value of (S > is not S but iso
(6)
This is less than S
o
n
by ZKB The second point is that ! (S(t»
is not strictly positive in general;, that is, the approach of <8(t»
to So - �KB is not strictly monotone. <S(t» may be explicitly
computed and written in terms of two contributions
. < S(t» = SA (t) + Sdt) (7 )





Sc(t) is the entropy of the correlations of the deviations of the
ail s from their average values at time t . SA would be the entropy
if there were no fluctuations. What can now be proved is that SA is
IlDnotonically increasing going from S(o) up to So whereas Sc is
n
rronoton ica lly decreasing going from 0 down to - 2' KB In general
their sum, <S(t) > ' is simply not monotone, although because SA
dominates Sc ' it is nearly so that < S(t») is monotonically increasing.
When specializing to the Onsager theory for even variables only, it
is pos sible to prove that even SA + Sc is monotonically increasing if
n
the initial state satisfies S(o) < So - 2'KB • Inmost cases approxi-
rrat ing < S(t) ') by SA is probably reasonable and then the usual state­
n
rrent of the second law is valid provided that one take s So - 2' KB for
the equilibrium value.
c. Open Systems and Entropy Production
One way to describe systems which interact with an outside environ­
rrent is to introduce input and output terms into the basic equations and
thereby start from
�a+Aa= Sa Oa+I+F




ij j i i·
(9)
The input terms, I, are in general positive and prescribed functions
1
of the time. The output terms, 0, .a , , depend on the time through the
IJ J
is positive definite. This difference ina's only and the matrix 0"
j IJ
form between the inputs and the outputs reflects the fact that usually
the outputs depend on the state of the systems whereas the inputs depend
only on the state of the environment, which is independent of the state
of the system. It is not claimed that (9) in any way exhausts the
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possibilities for introducing an interaction of a system with its en­
vironment, 'but for the present purposes (9) is general enough.
The special case of time independent inputs, I. , will be con­
I
s ide red first. Denoting A .. + S .. + D .. by G .. the solution to (9)
IJ IJ IJ IJ
'may be written as
a.(t) = [e-Gt]..a.(o)+[e-Gt]'.f�[eGs].kFk(s)dS+G�kll _[e�Gt] .. G�kll • (10)1 IJ J IJ J 1 K IJ J K
The positive definiteness of S .. and D .. guarantees that (10) converges
IJ IJ
asymptotically in time and it follows that
Lim
a. (t)t-+-CD 1 (11)
Consequently, a steady state characterized by non-zero average values
for the a .' s develops asymptotically in time. This is to be contrasted
1
with the asymptotic behavior of a closed system which in full equilibrium
is characterized by the value zero on the average for every a. •
1
It is of special interest to look at entropy production in this case
of time independent inputs. From (10) it follows that
(12)
Using (12) in (4) the asymptotic value of (S) is given by
(13)
The last term on the right is negative since E.. is po sitive definite.
IJ
Therefore, the asymptotic value of (S> is actually � than the
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corresponding value for a closed system. This means that if inputs
are" suddenly impressed on a closed system in equilibrium, then the
entropy will decrease in time. In general the time course is not mono­
tone but always has the asymptotic consequence of entropy reduction.
For time dependent inputs the analysis of entropy production is
not significantly more difficult than in the preceding special case.
Generally no asymptotic state is achieved since the inputs continuously
vary with time. However, it can again be shown that if the system is
initially in equilibrium then turning on inputs and outputs results in a
reduction of the entropy. The value of the entropy continuously change s
with time and has no asymptotic value in general, but whatever its
value, it is always Ie s s than the initial equilibrium value.
Both open and clo sed systems are stable against weak perturba­
tions. This is so because the weak pe r turbat ion s may be considered
to be time dependent inputs of short duration in time. Consequently,
their initial influence on the system exponentially decays away until
it becomes negligibly small. Therefore, the perturbed state returns
to its unperturbable values which is the essence of stability.
2)
A s a final point it is often attractive to as sociate a view of the
concept of order with entropy. High entropy is identified with low order
and low entropy is identified with high order. The entropy reduction
theorem presented above suggests that open systems which were initially
closed and in equilibrium become internally ordered by virtue of the
inputs and outputs subsequently impo sed on them. It is the opinion of
this author that many physical processes, particularly in biology and
chemistry, illustrate this point. Consider, for example, the order and
stability of metabolic cycles, such as the tricarboxylic acid pathway in
biochemistry, which are driven by specific energy rich metabolites as
inputs and which produce low energy metabolic end products as outputs.
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Another example is electron transport during oxidative phosphorylation
which achieves a steady state when driven by a constant input, and
which shows oscillations when the steady state is weakly perturbed,
thereby manifesting the stability of the steady state.
D. The Problem of Boundary Conditions
In Chapter II, Section D, the problem of the effect of hydrody­
namical fluctuations on the motion of a solid body moving through a
fluid was discussed and it was remarked there that the application of
the Landau and Lifshitz formulae to such problems of steady state flow im­
plies an extension of the theory to open systems. Clearly, for the
steady state flow around a body, both the body and the surface at infinity
are sources and sinks of fluid particles and momenta and should, there­
fore, be described by extra input and output terms in the hydrodynamical
equations. However, it is customary and also physically reasonable
not to add inputs and outputs but instead to describe the effect on the
steady state of the body and of the prescribed flow at infinity by surface
boundary conditions. In Chapter II, this is precisely what was done
and it was shown to lead to a derivation of the Langevin equation. The
question, therefore, arises whether or not the two procedures are
equivalent and e specially whether or not the boundary conditions can be
derived from the appropriate description of the inputs and outputs ef­
fective near the surface s considered when the system is in a steady
state.
This question is not discussed here in all generality. However, a
simple example follows which may elucidate how boundary conditions
can obtain from appropriate inputs and outputs in a steady state.
. 1
Consider a gas contained between two parallel plates at x = ±ZL.




the temperature of the plate at x = + � L is raised to T + 21 ATeq.
whereas the temperature of the plate at x = - � L is lowered to
1
T - -2 AT · Since the plates exchange energy with the gas, theeq.
gas must be considered an open system. It is desired to compute the
temperature profile in the gas when the steady state has been achieved
at t = 'QO.
Assume that the interaction of the ga s with the plate s can be
described as follows. In a planar region of thickness CT , which is
1 1
small compared with L , located between x = -·2 L and x = - 2 L+ CT ,
all molecule s entering the region are converted from whatever velocity
distribution they have to a Maxwell distribution with temperature
1
T - -2 AT •e q,
. .
1 1
Sdrrii la r Iy , between x = + 2' L
- CT and x = + 2' L the
rrnlecules are converted to a Maxwell distribution with temperature
1
T + -2 AT • It is assumed that AT is sufficiently small that thee q,
behavior of the gas may be described by the linearized Navier-Stokes
equations, which will now be augmented by input and output terms in
the two boundary regions just described. Since the average velocity
can be taken to be zero everywhere and since no particle s are put into
or taken out of the g a s , only the energy or temperature equation needs
to be considered. 3) In one dimension it becomes at t = �
2
-K �= - 32n K [a (x)+Q:' (x)]T(x)+ 32 n KB[a (x) -a (x)] 21 AT .dx eq.. B + - eq. + -
(14)
The righthand side terms are the inputs and outputs. The .funct ion s
1
a+ (x) and a_ (x) are equal to Q:' in the CT -regions at x
= + 2 Land
x = - .� L respectively. Elsewhere they are zero. Q:' must have the






where Uth• is the mean thermal velocity and A is the mean
free path. It is reasonable also to assume that cr is of order A .









S .. -. S(x, y) = � K -dZ 6(x�y)1J . X
3
O
.. a. _., [a (x) + a (x)]-Z n KBT(x)1J J + - eq.
and
3 1
I. -. [a (x) - a (x)]-Z n KB-Z AT1 + - eq.
Equation (14) clearly separates into three equations, one for each
of the three regions contained between x = - � L and x = + � L. In the
a (x) region the equation is
K
d2T _(x)
= 1.. n K aT (x) + 1.. n K a 1,6. T
dx2 Z e q. B 2 e q, B 2
(15 )














= 0dx2 (17 )
The temperature conditions given in the beginning for the two plates
give s the boundary conditions
T ( ... ..! L) = -..! AT... 2 2 and
1 1
T+(+2'L)=+2"AT · (18)
In addition the temperature profile must be continuous throughout the




(- 2" L + 0-)
= T (- 2" L + 0-) and
1 1
T+(+ 2" L - 0-) = T(+ 2" L - 0-). (19)
Finally, at the two interfaces between the three regions of the gas there
should be no source of heat flux which results in the additional two
conditions
1 1
T�(- 2' L - .«) = T'(- 2' L + 0-) and
1 1
T� (+ 2" L - 0-) = TI (+ 2' L - 0-). (20)
The conditions (18) through (20) are independent and sufficient to uniquely
determine the solutions to equations (15) through (17). Putting
2 3
KA = -n K a
2 eq. B




T{x) = [L��<T + 2B L�2<T e 2 (e A<T - e
- A<T)] x
111
-2 AL A(X-Z L) - A(X-2' L) 1
T (x) = - Be ( e - e ) + - AT+ 2 (21)
111
-2 AL A(X+2' L) - A(X+2' L)
T (x) = - Be (e - e ) _lAT2
where
-� AL _1 AL
B = _
AT [_2e (e ,A<T _ e - A<T) + Ae 2 (e A<T _ e - A<T)]-lL-l<T L-2<T
A -1It can be shown that A is of order J\... so that <T « Land
AL » 1 • Therefore, T(x)�AT � which is the result obtained
without inputs and outputs using only boundary conditions at the two
plate s given by
T (- 1 L) = - 1 AT2 2
1 1
and T (+ 2' L) = + 2' AT
Therefore, inputs and outputs give a modified solution closely approxi­
rrat ing the customary boundary value solution but also containing
boundary layer behavior.
The generality of the situation just presented needs to be explored
further with other example s.
E. Chemical Reaction Kinetic s
For a·multicomponent system in which a number of chemical
reactions can occur, it can be shown that if transport of the different
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nnlecular species can be neglected, then it follows from the law of
rra s s action that close to equilibrium the regression of the concentra­
tions to their equilibrium values has the standard form of the regression
equations for a stationary Gaussian Markov process. This suggests
the introduction of fluctuating chemical force s and leads to a stochastic
interpretation of the usual reaction rate equations. The corresponding
fluctuation dissipation theorem is of special interest and may perhaps
have practical applications.
Consider a large number of molecular species, M. , which are
I
numbered by a latin index. Let their concentrations be C. which inI
equilibrium has the value of c�q· and write a. = C. - c�q· for
I I I I
deviations from the equilibrium values. The equilibrium is determined
by a large number of chemical reactions which are distinguished using





or more molecular species in common. Suppose t at In tea re-




forming the set P. The forward rate constant for the reaction is
Q:'
denoted by K+ and the backward rate constant is denoted by K �. The
Q:' a
equilibrium condition for reaction a is given by
(22)
Since according to the law of mass action, the rate of a chemical reaction
is proportional to the product of the concentrations, close to equilibrium
a forward reaction current can be defined by
a
J (R I p ) = K
+
.
IL C.e q. z i. - K IL












where (22) was used to obtain the second equality. The linearized mass




:E .:I;p J (R Ip )o.k - � .:ER J (R Ip )o.k .a Je a a a J a ie a a a 1
a a
(24)
The Kronecker 0 -functions pick out all the reactions in which molecular
species � participates. The first term on the righthand side of (24)
has species � participating as a product whereas the second term has
species Mk participating as a reactant ..




where Gk.l is given by
o 0n.l
G - - z (K
+
II_ Ceq.)[ � 0 _ l: 0 ][ � m.l _ � ] .k.l - a a ieR i jeP jk ieR ik meR Ceq. neP� ceq.a a a a m �
n
(26)
Clearly, Gk.l can always be written as Gk.l = Ak.l + Sk.l where Ak.l
is antisymmetric and Sk.l is symmetric. Moreover, since the mass
action laws near equilibrium produce regression of all concentration
deviations, ai ' to zero, it follows that the Sk.l determined by Gk.l
nust be positive definite. Therefore, the linearized mass action laws
are of the form of the average regression equations for a stationary
Gaussian Markov process.
(25) giving an O-U process





The correlations of the F' s are given byi
<ff. (t) F.( s ) = 2Q .. o (t- s)1 J 1J (28)
The matrix Q.. is determined from the fluctuation-dissipation
IJ
theorem
once E.. is known. To obtain E.. it is necessary to compute the
IJ 1J
entropy for chemical reaction kinetic s.
The affinity for the Q'th reaction is defined by
A =!; II !; L1 (29)









where IJ.. is the chemical potential of the molecular specie s M. •
1 1




A = K T [ 1::
1







The entropy production, S is given for reaction kinetic s by
T S = z A J (R IF )













reproduces the expression (31) when substitutions are made using
(23), (25), and (30). Using this value for E .. and (26) in the fluctuation-
1J .
dissipation theorem gives
Q .. = :E(K+ .IT_ c�q·)[:E O. :E 0 -:E 0 k:EeR 0kJ.]IJ a a leX 1 neP m leP lj meR mia a a a a
(32)
For two molecular species M. and M. , Q .. gets non-zero con-
1 J 1J
tributions whenever both M. and M. molecules are simultaneously
1 J
reactants or simultaneously products in some reaction.
Using (32) in solutions to (27), the correlations in concentration
fluctuations may be computed. These fluctuations create fluctuations
in the dielectric constant of the medium in which the reactions are
occurring and therefore effect light scattering measurements. It is
in this way that these results may find application.
Finally, the considerations of both sections Band C of this
chapter may be applied to this case. In the case of open systems the
inputs and outputs are molecular specie s. The proper treatment of
rre tabo Iic pathways thermodynamically requires considering them as
open systems. Such a treatment is indicated by the approach outlined
in this section when extended to open systems as in section C. Ulti­
mately, it is de sired to combine the re sult s of this section, extended
to open systems, with the results of Chapter II so that transport of
nnlecular species involved in chemical reactions may be characterized




1) For another discussion of this point see: S. R. de Groot and
P. Mazur, Non-Equilibrium Thermodynamics, Nor th=Ho Ilarid ,
(1962), Chapter VII, 8.
2) The preceding remarks concerning steady states and their inherent
stability have been approached from a somewhat different direction
by both Onsager and Prigogine. For steady states a least dissipa­
tion of entropy theorem is provable. See L. Onsager, Physical
Review, Vol. 37" (1931) and I, Prigogine, Thermodynamics of
Irreversible Processes, Interscience, (1961), Chapter VI. Onsager
and Machlup have also used the least dissipation theorem to charac­
terize the probability of a given path which a system might follow
in its approach to equilibrium. See L. Onsager and S. MachIup ,
Physical Review, Vol. 91, No.6, (1953), Section 4.
3) Actually all of the Navier-Stokes equations need to be considered.







This in turn eliminates the -- u term in the temperature e qua »ax (l'
Q'
t ion , as is indicated in (18). The u equation can then be shown
Q'
everywhere. The details of these events onlyto lead to u = 0
Q'
detract from the main point and are, therefore, omitted.
4) The stoichiometry of each reaction is not explicitly manife st e d.
This is for notational convenience, and molecular species which
occur multiply in a given reaction do not effect the results as
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